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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

MUSIC THERAPISTS’ PERCEPTIONS AND PRACTICES REGARDING MUSICAL
AUTHENTICITY IN MUSIC THERAPY PRACTICE
Music therapists are expected to provide live music for clients with diverse
preferences, yet these therapists face many barriers preventing them from recreating
client-preferred music in a way that adheres to the expectations of the genre, or with
“musical authenticity.” The purpose of this study was to investigate music therapists’
perceptions and practices regarding musical authenticity. Survey responses (n = 904)
indicated that music therapists highly value musical authenticity, but a major theme in the
qualitative data revealed they often balance its importance with other factors. Descriptive
survey data and qualitative themes revealed lack of training in functional musicianship
and electronic technology as major barriers to musical authenticity. A major qualitative
theme regarding therapists’ practices was the use of collaboration with clients and
creative solutions. Most participants indicated use of non-electronic strategies and
reported they had not used electronic technology to increase musical authenticity.
Descriptive survey data and qualitative themes revealed frequent and effective use of
recorded music. Finally, chi-square analyses revealed significant relationships between
age and use of technology and iPad and between gender and use of technology. Music
therapists would benefit from additional training, more research on authenticity, and
music therapy specific guidelines for using music authentically.
KEYWORDS: Musical Authenticity, Authenticity, Technology, iPad, Electronic
Instruments
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Music therapists have to provide music for clients with a variety of music
preferences. In the United States, the ability to “develop and maintain a repertoire of
music for age, cultural, and stylistic differences,” is a required professional competency
by the American Music Therapy Association (AMTA, 2013, para.13.12). Maintaining a
varied repertoire can be challenging, especially considering that music therapists often
provide music live. Several studies, including Standley’s (2000) meta-analysis of 92
studies, demonstrated that live music was more effective than recorded music in music
therapy interventions (Bowden, 2016; Cochrane, 2011; Garunkstiene, Buinauskine,
Uloziene, & Markuniene, 2014). It is inevitable that music therapists will need to learn
and therapeutically perform live music with which they are not familiar, since music
therapists enter the field with personal connections to and aversions to certain types of
music (Yehuda, 2013). When learning music that is outside their personal preference, it
is to be expected that music therapists would have trouble with musical authenticity,
particularly given the quantity and diversity of genres in the United States alone. For the
purposes of this study, musical authenticity will be defined as the degree to which music
therapists provide music that conforms to the expectations of musical elements (e.g.,
style, melody, harmony, rhythm, texture, timbre, instrumentation) within a given genre or
song.
Researchers have referred to authenticity in music in many ways. Fetterley
(2007) described four “markers” of authenticity in music: “textual markers,” “mediation
and technology,” “subject position,” and “function.” The first marker of authenticity
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described by Fetterley (2007) is that of textual authenticity, or the degree to which
reproduced music matches the expectations of the genre. The ability of music therapists
to achieve textual authenticity has not been explicitly explored, however, Crowe (2004)
and Hsaio (2014) deduced that a lack of standardization in the professional competencies
could be leading to skill deficits in functional musical skills that would be necessary to
provide textual authenticity. Deficits in functional musical skills may also be due to
inadequate training time; in several studies, music therapy educators reported that they
were running out of room in the curriculum to fit in all the skills already required by
AMTA (Ferrer, 2012; Groene & Pembrook, 2000; Hadley & Norris, 2016).
Concerning the marker of mediation and technology, or the tools used and the
liveness of music (Fetterley, 2007), several music therapy studies have demonstrated the
efficacy of live music over recorded music, but the genres in these studies were limited to
lullabies (Garunkstiene, Buinauskine, Uloziene, & Markuniene, 2014) or genres preferred
by older adults (Bowden, 2016; Cochrane, 2011) and were not representative of popular
genres today. One distinction of modern popular genres such as rap, hip-hop, pop, and
electronic dance music (EDM) noted by Slone and Harding in 2016 was the increased use
of technology and electronic elements. Unfortunately, music therapists in several studies
reported barriers to the use of technology, primarily a lack of adequate training (Cevasco,
2011; Clements-Cortes, 2013; Hahna, Hadley, Miller, & Bonaventura, 2012; Magee &
Burland, 2008). Additionally, Crowe reported in 2004 that there appeared to be little
standardization in the education of technology across music therapy programs.
Age is also a potential barrier to use of electronic technology for music therapists.
Older generations did not grow up using electronic technology to the same degree as
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younger generations and may be more likely to have missed out on training on how to use
electronic technology in music therapy practice. In 2012, Hahna and colleagues
investigated the relationship between age and previous use of music technology. Overall,
the results were not significant, but the researchers did find that participants over age 61
had a significantly higher level of agreement with the statement “I don’t know how to use
electronic technology” compared to participants age 21 to 30 (Hahna et al., 2012, p. 458).
Gender identity is another demographic variable that may affect use of electronic
technology, as women have historically been underrepresented in careers related to
technology. In fact, according to the National Science Board (2018), in 2015 the
percentage of women in electrical or computer hardware engineering was only 10 to
13%. Such a large discrepancy may indicate that males are receiving more opportunities
to pursue these skills. This is a notable problem for the field of music therapy in which
women make up approximately 88.1% of the workforce (AMTA, 2017b)
Markers of subject position, or personal authenticity and being true to oneself, and
markers of function, or using music in its original intended context (Fetterley, 2007),
have been addressed in music education literature, primarily in terms of using nonwestern music in multicultural music education (Knapp, 2012; Koops, 2010; Palmer,
1992; Schippers, 2006). Some of the issues faced by music educators may be similar to
those of music therapists, for example, balancing subject position with function, or in
other words, balancing personal authenticity with contextual accuracy, proves to be very
difficult. Music therapists similarly face the obstacle of providing music that is outside
their subject position whenever they serve clients with different backgrounds and they
must decide how to use unfamiliar music in a way that honors the client’s preferences.
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However, music therapists must also address a non-musical goal which is undoubtedly
not the intended function or original context of the music. Although the issues of
personal authenticity and cultural context in music therapy do require more music therapy
specific research, these concerns are outside of the scope of the current study which will
instead focus on the physical act of providing client preferred music. Therefore “musical
authenticity” in this study has been defined based on textual markers and technology and
mediation markers.
Music therapists clearly face many barriers to authenticity in music, however,
there is a lack of specific research literature on this topic. The reason for this lack of
research is not clear; it may be that that this topic is simply under investigated, or it could
be that this topic is not important to music therapists at large. The current study is
intended to find out if musical authenticity, defined as the ability to perform music that
conforms to the expectations of a given genre, is important to music therapists, to get an
idea of how music therapists are currently coping with barriers to musical authenticity,
and to find out what tools they are using to do it.
Operational Definitions
Music therapy is defined as the clinical and evidence-based use of music interventions to
accomplish individualized goals within a therapeutic relationship by a
credentialed professional who has completed an approved music therapy program
(AMTA, n.d.).
Musical Authenticity is defined as the degree to which music therapists provide music
that conforms to the expectations of musical elements (e.g., style, melody,
harmony, rhythm, texture, timbre, instrumentation) within a given genre or song.
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This definition is purposefully limited for the scope of this study and is not
intended to represent authenticity in music as a whole.
Electronic Technology is defined as equipment and related applications that require
electricity to function such as computers, tablets, hardware or software, and tools
and devices that must be connected to a power source or another electronic device
to function properly.
Electronic Instruments are a subset of electronic technology defined as musical
instruments that produce or modify sounds by electric or electronic means (Moog
& Gamer, 2015). For the purposes of this study, a clear distinction between what
was considered an electronic instrument and what was considered electronic
technology alone was not relevant as both terms were always considered within
the context of providing music therapy interventions. Furthermore, there was not
a clear, objective boundary for defining “instrument” as a distinct form of
electronic technology and additionally, instruments and non-instrument
technology were often used in tandem, for example, for sound modification.
Technology is used interchangeably with the term “electronic technology” in this study as
it has been done in the research literature and should be interpreted as such.
hip-hop is defined as “the commercial product of rap music,” or “the genre of rap music,”
(Viega, 2016, p. 138).
Hip-Hop is defined as “the cultural engagement with the artistic and stylistic elements of
rap,” referring to Hip-Hop culture as a whole, as opposed to lowercased “hip-hop”
which refers to the genre of music alone (Viega, 2016, p. 138).
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Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate music therapists' perceptions and
practices related to musical authenticity in music therapy practice.
1. What are music therapists' perceptions regarding the importance of musical
authenticity and the barriers to musical authenticity in music therapy practice?
2. What practices do music therapists use to increase musical authenticity
concerning instrument choice, strategies, electronic technology, and mediation?
3. What are trends in music therapists' practices regarding musical authenticity in
music therapy practice related to age and gender identity?
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The term authenticity can be defined in many ways and is used as a descriptor in
many aspects of everyday life. Labeling something as authentic can be used to mean that
something is reproduced the same as the original (e.g., food from a different country), but
it can also be used to mean that something is real and true to a person’s own self and
specifically not an imitation (i.e., being genuine and sincere) (“authentic”, n.d.).
Similarly, the term authenticity has been used in the field of music to both describe how
well a reproduction of music represents the original composition and intended
performance, as well as how true to themselves performers and artists are being in their
personal expression and writing.
Markers of Authenticity
Fetterley (2007) defined four categories of distinct “markers” of authenticity in
music that were intended to provide a framework for assessment: 1) “Textual” markers
such as style, melody, harmony, rhythm, texture, timbre, instrumentation, form, and text;
2) “Mediation and technology” including liveness and the use of electric/electronic
instruments and/or amplification; 3) “Subject position” of the music maker including
being true to oneself as well as specific demographic variables such as race, gender,
sexuality, religion, class, lifestyle, age, and cultural identity; and 4) “Function” of the
music including the performance space, context, visual elements, and audience response
(Fetterley, 2007). These four markers were consistent with the evaluation of authenticity
in music in other literature (Koops, 2010; Palmer, 1992; Schippers, 2006; Yehuda, 2013)
and therefore served as a framework this literature review.
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Textual
Fetterley (2007) defined “textual” markers as those related to style, melody,
harmony, rhythm, texture, timbre, instrumentation, form, or text. The evaluation of
authenticity in music based on textual markers is focused on reproducing music that is as
close to the original as possible in terms of musical elements of sound and language is by
necessity closely tied to the use of original instrumentation. Original instrumentation and
exact reproduction of musical sounds appeared in discussions of authenticity in
multicultural music education in which music educators have to teach students about
music of other cultures without access to historically or culturally accurate instruments
(Koops, 2010; Palmer, 1992; Schippers, 2006; Volk, 1998).
Palmer (1992), for example, included the “use of instruments as specified by the
composer,” among a list of five ideals for achieving absolute musical authenticity that
also included that the music be performed by the culture’s practitioners and considered
representative by other practitioners of the culture, use correct language, be performed for
an audience made up of the culture’s members, and be in a setting normally used in the
culture (Palmer, 1992, p. 32). The author admitted that compromise of these standards
would be unavoidable in the classroom and proposed that “the primary question is to
what degree compromise is acceptable before the essence of a music is lost and no longer
representative of the tradition under study” (p. 32). (Palmer here used the term “a music”
as a countable noun, referring to the music of a particular culture or a type of music and
this term will be used similarly in certain places throughout this thesis.) Music therapists
may not need to represent music traditions for educational purposes, but they do face
similar compromises when attempting to provide live music in a way that honors the
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connections clients have with their preferred music using a limited number of
instruments. Currently, the instruments on which the American Music Therapy
Association (AMTA) requires music therapists to demonstrate functional skills are voice,
piano, guitar, and percussion. Reviewing the literature on music therapy education and
training on these instruments gives some understanding of the functional skills music
therapists are able to use to increase textual authenticity.
Music therapy curricula. The 2013 AMTA competencies for functional musical
skills required proficiency on voice, piano, guitar, and percussion, developing original
melodies, accompaniments, and short pieces in a variety of moods and styles,
improvising on pitched and un-pitched instruments and vocally, and caring for and
maintaining instruments (AMTA, 2013). The functional musical skills competency is
one of twenty competency categories in the areas of music foundations, clinical
foundations, and music therapy foundations in which proficiency is required by AMTA
to be eligible for board certification. Additionally, the National Association of Schools
of Music (NASM) requires all students in music degree programs to pursue performance
skills through private study and ensemble performance, and classes in music analysis,
composition/ improvisation, and music history (NASM, 2018). In several surveys, music
therapy educators reported that the NASM requirements that emphasize western art
music and ensemble performance were one reason they felt there was not enough room in
music therapy curricula for adequate functional musical skill development (Ferrer, 2012;
Groene & Pembrook, 2000; Hadley & Norris, 2016).
In one attempt to address concerns about music therapy curricula, Groene and
Pembrook (2000) developed a survey for collegiate music therapy educators in
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collaboration with the Education and Clinical Training Commission. The survey
addressed educator concerns related to a) new knowledge and skills necessary to be an
effective music therapist; b) transitioning to competency-based training; and c) clinical
training practices. Concerning skills necessary for effective therapy, music therapy
educators supported moving away from the “standard conservatory curriculum” by
eliminating traditional instrumental technique and large ensemble courses that were no
longer relevant to current music therapy practice in favor of courses addressing practical
musical skills, specifically “functional keyboard, functional guitar, and improvisation
skills” (Groene & Pembrook, 2000, p. 96–98).
The notion of deviating from the standard conservatory curriculum in favor of one
that more specifically supports music therapy skills was also present in Ferrer’s (2012)
findings. Ferrer mentioned six different articles dating as far back 1952 that reported the
same results as her 2012 survey: music therapy educators wished to reduce music theory,
music history, and applied lesson/ensemble requirements and replace these hours with
functional musical skill or relevant music therapy skills. Given that music therapy
educators have been struggling to provide adequate training in functional skills since
1952, it is worth looking at the research on pedagogy for these skills.
Fundamental music skills. Little research was found regarding pedagogy for the
instruments required by AMTA (voice, piano, guitar, and percussion) in music therapy
training. In fact, no research was found on collegiate level vocal or piano pedagogy for
music therapists. The reason for this lack of information may be that literature on this
topic is not typically research based but is instead presented in method or text books.
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However, a few researchers have conducted research investigations on the topic of
functional skills pedagogy.
In 2014, two different researchers collaborated with Matney to examine
percussion pedagogy in music therapy training programs and percussion in clinical
practice, one from the educator’s perspective and the other from the clinical music
therapist’s perspective. Knight and Matney (2014) surveyed music therapy educators
about percussion pedagogy in music therapy training programs. A majority of those
surveyed (75.6%) reported dedicating one semester to percussion study, which the
authors argued was not enough time given the large number of percussion instruments.
However, this was preferable to the 13.3% of respondents who reported dedicating zero
semesters to percussion study. At programs that did offer percussion study, the
percussion instruments music therapy educators most commonly reported teaching were
hand drums (88.9%), shakers (77%), and frame drums (64.4%) while the least common
was electronic percussion (15.6%). These percentages corresponded with Scheffel and
Matney’s (2014) finding that hand drums, shakers, and frame drums were the three most
commonly used percussion instruments by clinical music therapists, demonstrating the
responsiveness of music therapy educators to relevant clinical skills. Students’ skill level
on these relevant clinical skills, however, is not clear given that 71.1% of respondents
“d[id] not require students to demonstrate functional percussion skills as part of a general
competency test” (Knight & Matney, 2014, p. 110).
Also in 2014, Scheffel and Matney surveyed board certified music therapists
about their percussion training and use of percussion in clinical practices. In contrast to
what music therapy educators reported in Knight and Matney’s (2014) survey, the most
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common instruments music therapists reported receiving training on were snare and tom
drums, orchestral pitched percussion, and hand drums. However, this may be explained
by the fact that over half of music therapy educators reported deferring percussion
training to “percussion and music education courses” (Knight & Matney, 2014, p. 112).
Though most students received percussion training that was not music therapy specific,
62.8% of MT-BCs agreed that their percussion education was relevant to music therapy
practice (Scheffel & Matney, 2014). Unfortunately, only 43.1% agreed that it was
adequate and 76.5% said that current music therapy students ought to get more
percussion training than they themselves had received.
Participants in Kennedy’s (2001) study of guitar education also reported issues
with the adequacy of functional skills training and the need to make it relevant to music
therapy practice. Several program directors noted that they wished to expand the
requirements for guitar beyond one semester and wanted a music therapist to teach the
course. In addition to expanding guitar beyond one semester, 75% of clinical directors
reported that their university offered the opportunity for music therapy majors to take
guitar as a primary instrument and the importance of providing that opportunity was rated
as 4.15 out of 5 overall. Eighty percent of programs offered a guitar class focused
specifically on functional musical skills, however there was notable variety in the
required proficiencies among the programs. Kennedy separated these proficiencies into
three tiers based on the percentage of directors who reported requiring them. The first
tier (at least 78% of programs) required singing with strumming accompaniment, playing
bass note/strum patterns, transposing songs with chord symbols at sight, or learning a
repertoire of more than 12 chords. The second tier (40–62% of programs) included
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singing with fingerpicking accompaniment, playing bar chords, sight-reading melodies,
or playing major scales. Finally, the third tier (30–35% of programs) included minor
scales, improvisation, or a repertoire of 12 chords or less. Such variation in the required
proficiencies among university programs may be due to a lack of specificity and
standardization in the AMTA Professional Competencies.
Hsiao (2014) concluded that this lack of standardization in functional musical
skill requirements may also be partially to blame for competency deficits. Hsiao
surveyed 32 academic program directors and 77 internship directors about the
effectiveness of gatekeeping procedures with students with severe professional
competency problems (SPCP). Most academic directors (93.8%) and internship directors
(77%) reported that they had at least one student with SPCP in the last five years. Of
these participants, the most commonly reported indicator of SPCP was inadequate music
skill development (90.6% of academic directors and 71.4% of internship directors).
Specifically, participants noted the areas of “vocal technique, limited repertoire, inability
to express oneself musically, leading basic musical experiences, and lack of
musicianship,” (Hsiao, 2014, p. 202). Based on these findings, Hsiao (2014)
recommended that the field develop operational definitions for musical competencies,
giving the example that “lead and accompany proficiently on instruments,” was a broad
requirement and that “proficiently” could be interpreted in many ways (p. 202).
Considering the lack of standardization in functional music skill training and
guidelines as well as the lack of research found on functional music skill pedagogy, it is
difficult to conclude whether music therapists are truly meeting the competency
requirements as intended by AMTA. Other researchers have criticized the AMTA
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competencies and music therapy programs at large, not for inadequate functional skills
training, but for failing to keep up with the skills that are relevant today.
In Ferrer’s (2012) survey, music therapy educators criticized the housing of music
therapy in music departments as not being inclusive of pop musicians or jazz musicians
who were not allowed into music therapy programs because they did not have an
undergraduate degree in music (Ferrer, 2012). The concern that qualified musicians were
being excluded was shared by Lightstone and Hadley (2013), who pointed out that the
ethnocentric and outdated focus on western classical music techniques failed to recognize
“the diversity of musical skills that are out there in the world, but that don’t fit into
academic music tradition” (p. 40). In a study of the diversity of skills used by
contemporary music students, Hannan (2006) noted that, in popular musicianship, written
notation is relatively absent and instead pop musicians work directly with sounds through
computer software and learn to play by imitating a peer or playing by ear from a
recording. Composing and learning music in this way does not fit into the Western art
music traditions which Hannan (2006) describes as having a narrow definition of
musicianship limited to music reading skills and aural perception of intervals, rhythms,
and chords.
Hadley and Norris (2016) also criticized the emphasis on Western art music as
being too narrow. In their article on musical multicultural competency, the authors
reported that music therapy education continued to place Western classical music as the
“pinnacle” of musical attainment (p. 133) while only briefly touching on music from
other cultural traditions and sometimes excluding modern genres, such as rap, that were
relevant and identity-forming for an increasing number of clients. This exclusion of
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modern genres is present in the AMTA competencies. While the Certification Board for
Music Therapists (2015) specified that music therapists be able to “utilize a varied music
repertoire (e.g., blues, classical, folk, jazz, pop) from a variety of cultures and
subcultures,” (para. II.A.5.ac), the AMTA competencies (2013) specified only the genres
of “traditional, folk, and popular songs,” (para. 4.1.3). The specification that music
therapists are required to learn “traditional, folk, and popular songs,” is language that
remains unchanged since the 1981 inception of the competencies into common practice
and is therefore highly unlikely to represent current needs of music therapists (AMTA,
1981, 2013; CBMT, 2015).
In contrast to the genre list in the ATMA competencies, the 2017 Nielson Report
showed the that top 5 genres of 2017 were, in order from 1–5, R&B/hip-hop, rock, pop,
country, and Latin, followed by electronic/dance in the 6th position. The report
specifically noted that 2017 was the first time ever that R&B/hip-hop surpassed all other
genres in popularity, including rock, and became the dominant genre with nine of the top
ten songs of the year coming from R&B/hip-hop (Nielsen Music, 2017). Latin music
also experienced new levels of popularity in 2017 with Billboard reporting that Latin
music revenues grew 37% in the United States (“Charts,” 2018). Clearly American
music has increased in diversity since the ATMA competencies were first outlined. What
is not clear, however, is whether or not music therapists are receiving functional music
training that will prepare them to provide music in increasingly diverse styles, given that
the competencies have not been updated to reflect current popular music.
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Technology and Mediation
Another way modern music is changing is through the increased use of music
technology. Specifically, researchers have noted the increased use of technology and
electronic elements in popular genres such as rap, hip-hop, and pop (Slone & Harding,
2016) and an increased popularity of electronic/dance music (Watson, 2017). Fetterley’s
markers of technology and mediation address both the appropriate use of technology
when reproducing music and the level of mediation or liveness. To gain an
understanding of whether music therapists are using technology to make music more
authentic, it is helpful to start with the technology guidelines outlined by AMTA which
provide a framework for technology training.
Technology competency. The AMTA (2017a) Standards for Education and
Clinical Training include the statement that “technology is rapidly becoming integrated
into all aspects of our daily lives” (para. 8.0) and offer detailed guidelines for distance
learning use of computers as a teaching tool for collegiate music therapy educators.
These standards, however, include much less detailed information regarding the expected
use of technology in clinical music therapy. A lack of detail regarding technology is also
evident in the three AMTA professional competencies addressing technology: (10.6)
“Apply basic knowledge of…[the] use of current technologies in music therapy
assessment, treatment, evaluation, and termination”; (13.14) “maintain a working
knowledge of new technologies and implement as needed to support client progress
towards goals and objectives”; and (17.16) “adhere to clinical and ethical standards and
laws when utilizing technology in any professional capacity” (AMTA, 2013). These
three competencies do not provide clear guidelines for proficiency assessment. “Basic
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knowledge” and “working knowledge” are somewhat subjective descriptors, and at a time
when technology is integrated into our daily lives, a basic working knowledge of current
technologies may be something incoming music therapy students are perceived to already
have. What is missing are specific examples of technology that are relevant to music
therapy practice, such as adaptive technology for individuals with disabilities, electronic
instruments, music production technology, or tablet applications. The number of tools
available to music therapists will continue to grow as electronic technology continues to
develop, but so far, the AMTA competencies have not evolved alongside this
development.
Crowe (2004) pointed out that given the abundance of music and other
technologies available for use in music therapy practice, the AMTA competencies
“constitute a minimum requirement” (p. 284). At the time of Crowe’s (2004) article, one
of the minimum requirements for electronic instruments under “Nonsymphonic
Instrumental Skills” paragraph 7.4 stated that students ought to “demonstrate basic
understanding of technologically advanced instruments (omnichord, MIDI, electronic
keyboard)” (AMTA as cited in Crowe, 2004, p. 283). Given Crowe’s critique of this
competency as a minimum requirement, it might be expected that the following revision
of the competencies would have a more vigorous technology requirement. However, in
2009, under “Nonsymphonic Instrumental Skills,” it appears that AMTA revised the
competency regarding electronic instruments to read simply “utilize electronic musical
instruments” (AMTA as cited in Ferrer, 2012, p. 173, para. 8.3). By 2013, the
competencies were reformatted and no longer contained separate sections for keyboard,
guitar, voice, percussion, and nonsymphonic instrumental skills. Instead, the writers
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combined voice, piano, guitar, and percussion were into a single paragraph (4.1) and did
not explicitly mention nonsymphonic or electronic instruments at all. The inclusion of
nonsymphonic and electronic instruments appeared to be simplified to the phase, “but not
limited to,” within paragraph 4.1.1 which requires proficiency on “instruments including,
but not limited to, voice, piano, guitar, and percussion” (AMTA, 2013, para. 4.1.1). This
reduction does not correspond with the increased use of electronic instruments in modern
music and is lacking in the specificity it would need to adequately inform music therapy
education.
Crowe (2004) specifically noted that this lack in specificity made music therapy
specific training in technology impossible. This is a problem because the National
Association of Schools of Music (NASM) requires that students gain knowledge in
technology that is specific to their area of specialization in addition to the general
education in music technology for all music students. Crowe (2004) concluded from her
own survey of music therapy educators that even when music therapy specific technology
was being taught, there was little consistency across education programs. The author
found no additional research literature on what technology educators were currently
teaching. Given the lack of research literature on this topic in addition to the lack of
specificity in the competencies, music therapy educators are likely struggling to provide
evidence-based technology training for music therapy students during their undergraduate
education.
Cevasco (2011), in a study of MT-BCs and music therapy students and interns
(MTSI), revealed that many students reported learning about technology during
internship rather than during their undergraduate education as required by NASM. The
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majority of MTBCs (79.7%) and MTSIs (85.4%) somewhat or strongly agreed with the
statement “I will benefit from receiving basic training on how to use technology,”
possibly indicating a deficit in basic skills (Cevasco, 2011, p. 71).
Barriers to the use of technology. The deficit in basic skills due to a lack of
training was the most commonly reported barrier to the use of electronic technology
(Clements-Cortes, 2013; Hahna, Hadley, Miller, & Bonaventura, 2012; Magee &
Burland, 2008). In a 2012 study by Hahna, Hadley, Miller, and Bonaventura, music
therapists specifically noted that the technology education they received from their
university was not applicable to the music therapy clinical setting. This supports Crowe’s
(2004) conclusion that the professional competencies regarding electronic technology
were so vague it would not be possible to teach music therapy specific technology
training as required by NASM.
Another barrier to the use of electronic technology was music therapists’
perception that technology would get in the way of forming a relationship with the client,
due both to the idea that acoustic instruments facilitate a more personal interaction and
the fear that dysfunctional electronic technology could potentially take attention of the
therapist away from the client (Clements-Cortes, 2013; Hahna et al., 2012; Lightstone,
2012; Magee & Burland, 2008).
Hahna and colleagues (2012) reported that the variables of age and gender may
also be related to barriers to the use of technology among music therapists. After
analyzing music therapists’ reported previous use of electronic technology, researchers
found that participants under 30 were more likely to use electronic technology than other
age ranges, though not significantly so. The researchers did find significant differences
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based on age when looking at specific survey questions. Compared to music therapists
ages 21 to 30, music therapists over 61 had a significantly higher level of agreement with
the statement “I don’t know how to use electronic music technology” and participants
ages 51 to 60 had significantly higher levels of agreement with the statements “I don’t
like music technology” and “music technology is not appropriate/relevant for music
therapy work in general,” (Hahna et al., 2012, p. 458). Agreement with these statements
is consistent with the previously mentioned literature indicating that music therapists both
lack adequate training in technology and often see it as burdensome in the therapy
setting.
Gender inequality has also been reported in the literature as a barrier to the use of
electronic technology in music and in other fields (Born & Devine, 2015; Friedlander,
2016; Gadir, 2016; Hahna, Hadley, Miller, & Bonaventura, 2012; National Science
Board, 2018). According to the National Science board, in 2015, women represented 28%
of those in science and engineering jobs and only 10 to 13% of those in electrical or
computer hardware engineering specifically (National Science Board, 2018). The music
technology sector also reflected this gender disparity; Born and Devine (2015) found that
only 10% of students enrolled in music technology degrees were female, as opposed to
traditional music degrees in which 55% were female. Similarly, Friedlander (2016)
found a gender disparity in an analysis of twenty-four electronic music festival lines-ups
revealing an average of 17.7% female musicians overall with a range of 3.2% to 45%.
Born and Devine (2015) proposed several explanations for the disparity, beginning with
the general gender gap present in technology and technical work, a field which has
historically been associated with masculinity, while women have been perceived as
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physically and technically incompetent. The authors also suggested that the discourse in
music history could be partially to blame since men have historically received more
attention for musical success while women have been largely excluded.
Gadir (2016) also reported on the gender disparity in music discourse specifically
regarding DJ culture. Through a series of interviews, Gadir (2016) found a consensus that
discussions about female DJs often centered around their appearance first and their
musical abilities as an afterthought. Furthermore, female DJs reported that to book
shows it was necessary to draw attention to their sexuality and they gave examples of
situations in which potential employers turned them away for not being a model or for
being too fully clothed. Gadir’s (2016) analysis showed that while ideas of “gender
liberation” are common in literature about dance music, the behavior in dance culture and
DJing has been relatively unwelcoming to women.
Music therapy, on the other hand, has a predominantly female workforce: an
estimated 88.1% (AMTA, 2017b). Regardless, researchers have also found that there are
gender disparities in the use of electronic technology in the field of music therapy.
Hahna and colleagues (2012) analyzed the relationship between gender and use of music
technology and found that a significantly larger portion of male music therapists had used
electronic technology compared to both female music therapists and transgender music
therapists. The authors noted that these results reflected the trend of gender issues in
music education since technology has become a bigger part of the music classroom
experience and suggested that pedagogical reform is indicated to address these
disparities.
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Use of specific technologies in music therapy. Clearly music therapists face
many barriers to the use of technology, however, many music therapists have managed to
use technology to improve their practice. Though some therapists perceived technology
to be a barrier to personal interaction, conversely, the increased potential for interaction
between therapists and clients with complex disabilities provided by electronic
technology was described as one of the key benefits of its utilization in therapeutic
settings (Clements-Cortes, 2013; Crowe, 2004; Magee & Burland, 2008). One therapist
reported that for some clients, “music therapy without technology might be purely a
receptive technique” (Magee & Burland, 2008, p. 135). For example, clients whose
severe physical disabilities would inhibit them from playing an acoustic instrument were
able to make choices about the order or duration of electronically created sounds on a
synthesizer or have a sensor set up to detect client-specific movements, triggering an
electronic musical instrument to sound. Furthermore, music therapists have reported that
electronic music technologies were especially relevant for younger clients, who
connected to, and were more motivated by, electronic instruments as opposed to acoustic
instruments (Clements-Cortes, 2013; Magee & Burland, 2008). Researchers also found
that music software and the portability of computers and tablets offered some unique
opportunities for creation and improvisation through digital music technology that would
not be possible, or authentic, on acoustic instruments (Clements-Cortes, 2013; Knight,
2013; Magee & Burland, 2008).
One of these portable tablets is the iPad. Knight’s 2013 article on the use of the
iPad in music therapy supplied some examples of the ways this portable device provided
new opportunities in music therapy. The author pointed out that while there was little
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previous research on this topic, it was clear that music therapists were rapidly adopting
this specific technology into their practice (Knight, 2013). Knight (2013) distinguished
three types of apps that music therapists ought to be familiar with: musical instrument
apps, apps used by other related professionals, and apps for documentation. The author
further categorized the potential use of musical instrument apps into four methods:
“recreating” a song with more authenticity due to the more diverse sound scape available;
“improvising” along to electronic samples or loops or on non-traditional instruments
without needing bring along a turntable or other unavailable or inconvenient acoustic
instruments; “receptive” listening using music player apps; and “composing” through
feeding live instrument play into the iPad or composing directly in programs such as
GarageBand (Knight, 2013, p. 193–194).
The rap and Hip-Hop music therapy literature also gave some specific examples
of the ways technology is being using in music therapy. It is important to note that
capitalized “Hip-Hop” is commonly used in the literature to distinguish Hip-Hop culture
from the lowercased “hip-hop,” which is used to refer to the music alone (Hadley &
Yancy, 2012; Lightstone, 2012; Viega, 2016). The practice of differentiating Hip-Hop
culture from hip-hop music using capitalization will be used throughout this thesis in a
way that reflects the practice of the author whose work is being discussed.
While research showed that a lack of skills in all contemporary genres has
hindered the use of rap and hip-hop music on a broader scale, some music therapists have
managed to incorporate these techniques with significant results (Hadley & Yancy, 2012;
Lightstone, 2012). Hadley and Yancy (2012) presented three primary ways that music
therapists were using rap and Hip-Hop therapeutically: performing, creating, and
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improvising. Within these interventions, therapists used a variety of electronic and
acoustic materials. Creation of a rap song often involved the use of computers and studio
equipment, which provided clients with a plethora of choices when selecting a tempo,
selecting a beat track, adding layers of harmonic support and sound effects, and finally,
recording the rap and emerging with a completed project (Hakvoort, 2015; Ierardi &
Jenkins, 2012).
Ierardi and Jenkins (2012) used a mix of electronic and acoustic instruments
within a group improvisation in which clients layered acoustic and electronic drum beats,
melodic motives on barred instruments, and pitched rhythmic motives on a keyboard with
improvised chanting, call and response, and solo rap sections. Therapists in this study
and other studies worked with clients throughout the creation and improvisation
processes to build self-esteem and self-awareness, increase self-expression and
empowerment, exercise executive functioning skills, and manage impulsivity and
frustration (Hadley & Yancy, 2012; Ierardi & Jenkins, 2012; Joplin, 2016). Some of the
techniques these music therapists are using are only possible with the of electronic
technology as it allows them incorporate music that resonates with their clients. Many
therapists have found rap and hip-hop interventions motivating for clients who are
initially resistant to participation in therapy, especially adolescents, at-risk youth, and
forensic psychology clients (Hakvoort, 2015; Steele, 2012).
Working with electronic music technology enables therapists to connect with
clients that they may not have otherwise been able to connect with. Music therapists
appear to be using electronic music technology primarily in interactive techniques for the
purposes of engagement rather than for the purposes of increasing musical authenticity in
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the music they are providing. Some of the devices listed, including electronic MIDI
instruments, amplification equipment, recording technologies and computer programs,
mp3 players, loopers, and iPads (Hahna et al., 2012; Knight, 2013; Lightstone, 2012)
may indicate that music therapists may also be using music technology to provide more
musically authentic reproductions of client-preferred music. However, the use of
technology for authentic reproduction was not specifically addressed in the literature.
Liveness. In addition to the use of technology, Fetterley (2007) also referred to
the quality of “liveness” within the category of technology and mediation. Regarding
liveness, the author described that “authenticity decreases as the level of mediation
increases,” and vice versa, in which a live performance is perceived as “real…it exists in
a particular time and space” (p. 81). Music therapists frequently provide live music
within music therapy interventions and therefore frequently satisfy the “liveness” marker
of authenticity in music. Researchers in music therapy have shown live music to be more
effective than recorded music in music therapy interventions (Bowden, 2016; Cochrane,
2011; Garunkstiene, Buinauskine, Uloziene, & Markuniene, 2014; Standley, 2000), and
providing music live is considered a best practice. However, the research showing the
benefits of live music over recorded music are not representative of modern genres.
While recent studies have found significantly better results for live music compared to
recorded music, these studies used the genres of big band, blues, jazz, hymns, classical,
country western, oldies, showtunes (Bowden, 2016; Cochrane, 2011) and lullabies
(Garunkstiene, Buinauskine, Uloziene, & Markuniene, 2014). This researcher did not
find information comparing live versus recorded music using modern, mainstream
American genres.
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Subject Position
The importance of subject position, defined as “being true to oneself” or keeping
it real” (Fetterley, 2007, p. 72) was frequently mentioned as a measure of authenticity in
the literature (Borgo, 1998; Fetterley, 2007; Knapp, 2012; Koops, 2010; Palmer, 1992;
Rudinow, 1994; Schippers, 2006; Tietze, 2008; Viega, 2016; Yehuda, 2013). In this
category, evaluators of authenticity most commonly examined whether the performer was
being personally authentic, genuine, and true to himself and whether the performer’s
cultural identity matched that of the music they performed.
Keeping it real. Schippers (2006) reported that the idea of evaluating authenticity
based on how true one is to oneself was considered the true definition of the term
“authenticity” in pop culture and was increasingly found in conversations about modern
music. Viega (2016) similarly defined authenticity in this way in an exploratory article
on Hip-Hop culture, defining authenticity as “the ability to voice your lived internal and
external experience in a truthful and genuine manner” (p. 143). In some cases, critics
used personal authenticity as measure of quality, specifically in the debate over the
authenticity of pop musicians accused of being “puppets of the music business”
(Schippers, 2006, p. 339). Haaken, Wallin-Ruschman, and Patange (2011) reported on
this criticism specifically within Hip-Hop culture, in which members of the culture called
upon artists to reject commercialism and instead “remain grounded in the actual
experiences of oppressed communities” (p. 70).
Tietze (2008) reported an authenticity problem with the commercialization of
music spearheaded by black Americans like jazz and blues. These, and other genres,
historically made the transition from socially taboo music derisively associated with
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black Americans to commercialized music for white American consumption. At the
point of commercialization, the genres ceased to be relatable to their original audience as
they had lost their connection to authentic experience (Tietze, 2008).
Identity. Schippers (2006) and Tietze (2008) agreed that the moment music is
taken out of its original context, for example, when a white man sings a blues song
written by a black man, its authenticity is immediately called into question if not
completely illegitimated. In Tietze’s (2008) analysis of student responses from a jazz and
identity course, two students of color argued that “only if one were black, with that
tradition of experience, could one understand what Billie Holiday was singing about” (p.
247). Another of Tietze’s (2008) students, who was a woman of Indian descent, reported
a strong identification with Bessie Smith, regardless of race, as a woman who defied
expectations of her gender.
In both of the aforementioned cases, feelings of identification and connection to
the music relied on a sense of shared experiences with the original performer. For some,
specific demographic variables such as race, gender, sexuality, class, or lifestyle provided
a sense of shared experiences and served as prerequisites for the ability to use certain
music authentically (Knapp, 2012; Palmer, 1992; Tietze, 2008; Viega, 2016; Volk, 1998).
This is congruous with the literature on music and identity formation in which the
consensus was that music served as a way to construct a personal identity as well as form
a collective identity and gain membership in a group (Clarke, Dibben, & Pitts, 2010;
Cobb, 2016; Haaken et al., 2011; Rentfrow & Gosling, 2003; Tietze, 2008).
In Borgo’s (1998) discussion of authenticity in American ethnic musical
expression, the author raised a series of questions related to this topic:
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While a musical style may have definite origins in a particular ethnic community,
can that community claim sole propriety of that music? If we do allow for the
acquisition of ethnic musical competence by individuals outside of the given
ethnic community, by what means can we authenticate their musical expression?
Can a Black musician have a Jewish soul? Are there enough similarities in the
African and Jewish experience in America to allow a black jazz musician some
access to expressive authenticity in klezmer music? (p. 1)
While music therapy training and research support the use of music of other
cultures based on the client’s preferences, the question of who is “allowed” to use or
reproduce certain types of music based on shared experiences, or a lack of shared
experiences, is relevant for therapists who serve clients with a variety of music
preferences and cultural backgrounds. In Hip-Hop music therapy, Viega (2016) explicitly
noted the importance of “‘being real’ within one’s racial, class, and cultural experiences,”
indicating that it may not be appropriate to use music with subject matter to which the
music therapist cannot relate (p. 143). As Yehuda (2013) found, issues related to
acquiring competence in multicultural music left some music therapists feeling
uncomfortable, unempowered, and emotionally disconnected in therapy.
Collegiate multicultural music training. In a 2017 investigation of
multicultural music education in music therapy, Olsen found that vague competencies
related to multiculturalism were dispersed throughout the AMTA Professional
Competencies but were not specifically outlined (p. 33). Olsen then reviewed music
therapy curricula at 68 AMTA approved universities and concluded that the vagueness of
the AMTA competencies was at least partially to blame for the lack of standardization in
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multicultural training for music therapists, leading to a variance in competency across the
field. In the field of music education, Knapp (2012) revealed a similar deficit in
standardization through a study in which 39% of senior undergraduate music education
students reported they had not taken any multicultural music course during their degree
program and only 15% had taken a multicultural course specific to their degree program
such as multicultural music pedagogy (Knapp, 2012).
Research on repertoire development in music therapy also reflected a deficit the
standardization of multicultural education. Both VanWeelden and Cevasco (2007) in the
United States and Baker and Grocke (2009) in Australia found a disparity between the
music that music therapists were using with older adults and the percentage of nonEnglish speakers in the population of their respective countries. The disparity between
the language of the music used and the preferred language of the client was most
pronounced in VanWeelden and Cevasco’s (2007) study in which only 2% of music
therapists’ repertoire was non-English, but 19.7% of the population spoke a language
other than English at home (Baker & Grocke, 2009; Shin & Kominski, 2010). In their
discussion of this study and their own, Baker and Grocke (2009) appear to advocate that
U.S. music therapists should learn non-English music in proportion to the languages
spoken by their clients to increase their cultural competence and efficacy as a music
therapist, a potentially daunting task for students and experienced therapists alike.
Olsen (2017) also advocated for improving cultural competence and
recommended “implement[ing] more comprehensive multicultural content into music
therapy programs in the United States” as an attempt to standardize multicultural
education and competency. Standardizing multicultural education and competency
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would likely mean revising the official ATMA professional competencies. However,
Ferrer’s (2012) survey revealed that music therapy educators felt the curriculum was
already too full, complaining that while music therapy was a full 4-year, or sometimes 5year, degree, the list of competencies continued to expand making it impossible to get to
everything (Ferrer, 2012; Olsen, 2017). Many educators feared the impact this expansion
had on their students, reporting that students graduated with little in-depth knowledge due
to the broad range of skills covered in such a brief time and that some students graduated
feeling “almost more confused because there is so much information,” (Ferrer, 2012, p.
84).
Unfortunately, the research on college level multicultural music training revealed
that the inability to incorporate non-western music into an existing curriculum is not only
a problem in music therapy programs, but also in core music foundations classes. Wang
and Humphreys (2009) analyzed music diversity in music history/literature, music
theory/composition, and music performance classes at a NASM accredited university by
estimating the number of hours spent on thirteen different styles of music. The analysis
revealed a notable lack of non-western music inclusion. Western music including music
of the romantic, classical, and baroque periods (58.81%); music of the twentieth century,
“other” western music, medieval, and renaissance periods (34.02%); and music from
western non-art music traditions including jazz/broadway, American popular and
Latin/Caribbean (6.94%), accounted for 99.77% of the time devoted to the study of music
in history, literature, theory, composition, and performance classes. With 99.77% of the
time being spent on western music, this left only 0.23% for music of non-western origins
such as African, Asian, and Native American (p. 24). This figure means that students at
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this NASM accredited school spent less than one half of one percent of their combined
music history/literature, music theory/composition, and music performance classes, or
just 8.19 clock hours across four years of their university education, studying music
styles of African (0.17%, 6.29 hours), Asian (0.05%, 1.90 hours), and Native American
(0.00%, 0.00 hours) origin combined (p. 26). Music of Latin/Caribbean origin,
categorized within western non-art music, accounted for only 0.28% of time spent or
10.04 clock hours across four years. Wang and Humphreys (2009) specifically
contrasted these percentages with the demographic information of the state in which the
study took place which was estimated as 27% Hispanic American, 5% Native American,
3% African American, and 2% Asian American in 2002. This diversity in the state’s
population was clearly not represented in the music chosen for university courses. This is
detrimental for music educators and music therapists who are expected to be able to teach
or therapeutically use music that is representative of the population they are serving in a
culturally sensitive way. Excluding these genres from core music courses makes it
difficult to understanding the historical context that may be necessary to use unfamiliar
cultural music appropriately. Another exclusion that may make things more difficult for
music therapists was the lack of focus on American popular music, perhaps the most
relevant genre for music therapy practice in the United States, which accounted for only
0.54%, or 19.45 clock hours across four years of study. While American popular music
may not be considered part of multicultural education, its relative exclusion demonstrates
the tendency of collegiate programs to focus on art music in the western tradition to the
exclusion of genres that are more popular with the public.
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Function
Another marker of authenticity is a music’s intended function within its original
cultural context. For thousands of years, humans have used music to pass on information
to future generations, to express cultural or personal struggles, for mourning, and as part
of religious rituals within specific cultural circumstances (Clarke et al., 2010; Haaken et
al., 2011). For this reason, Olsen (2007) emphasized that gaining musical multicultural
competency as a music therapist goes beyond learning the music to understanding the
role the music plays in a client’s life. Viega (2016) similarly advocated that music
therapists using hip-hop music must gain historical, social, and cultural understanding of
Hip-Hop culture, in addition to musical proficiencies of the genre, in order to use the
music authentically and therapeutically. Evaluators of this kind of authenticity
encouraged the use of music according to its original cultural role and in a similar setting
(Fetterley, 2007; Palmer, 1992; Schippers, 2006).
Function and context in music education. Researchers in music education have
reported that the expectation to use music according to its original role and setting is
difficult, if not impossible, considering didactic purposes and indoor classroom settings
of multicultural music education. Palmer for example, defined absolute authenticity in
music in 1992 for music educators using multicultural music, but explicitly stated that
achieve absolute authenticity was unlikely. Palmer (1992) presented these ideals for
absolute authenticity in music: 1) performance by the culture’s practitioners and is
considered representative by other practitioners of the culture; 2) use of instruments as
specified by the composer; 3) use of correct language; 4) for an audience made up of the
culture’s members; and 5) in a setting normally used in the culture (p. 32–33). The
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author then stated that there was no question as to whether compromise of these ideals
would occur, but instead “the primary question is to what degree compromise is
acceptable before the essence of a music is lost and no longer representative of the
tradition under study” (p. 32).
Schippers (2006) also acknowledged that cultural authenticity in the classroom is
problematic, reporting that some scholars believed music became inauthentic the moment
it was removed from its original context. To obtain a balance between contextual
authenticity and meaningful music-making experiences for children, Schippers (2006)
suggested that music educators make choices of “strategic inauthenticity” when
developing lessons that use music of other cultures (p. 341). The author proposed a
procedure for recontextualizing music in music education in which educators start by
considering the original context of the music and then ask themselves four questions: 1)
What is relevant there/then?; 2) What is relevant here/now?; 3) What is feasible (in
practical terms)?; and 4) What can/should be added?, emerging with a recontextualized
version of the music for use in the classroom (p. 346).
Koops (2010) also agreed that educators use strategic inauthenticity,
approximating the original context or educating students about the original while
providing meaningful experiences for the students. Koops’s (2010) “reproduction,
reality, and relevance” approach to strategic decision-making in authenticity in music
education emphasized meaningful experiences for students (para. 13). Koops considered
relevance, or generating individual meaning during music-making, to be the top priority,
followed by reality, or matching the use of music to a real music practice or context, and
finally reproduction, or reproducing the music as closely to the original as possible.
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Music therapists similarly prioritize the experience of the music by nature of the
purpose of music therapy. Since music therapists purposefully manipulate music to
address physical, emotional, cognitive, and social goals, they will necessarily use music
outside of its original context and cultural role. Music therapists may face a similar
concession as music educators where it is not a question of if authenticity will be
compromised in practice, but to what degree.
Authenticity in Music Therapy
In 2016, Viega wrote an article exploring Hip-Hop culture within music therapy.
Viega noted that Hip-Hop is capitalized when referring to the culture and is lowercased to
hip-hop when referring to the commercial product of rap music. This practice has been
used by other researchers in Hip-Hop music therapy and will be used throughout this
thesis (Hadley & Yancy, 2012; Lightstone, 2012). While authenticity was not the focus
of the article, Viega (2016) defined authenticity in Hip-Hop music therapy as “having the
ability to voice your lived internal and external experience in a truthful and genuine
manner,” and “involving the act of ‘being real’ within one’s own racial, class, and
cultural experiences and expression,” (p. 143). Viega’s definition of authenticity is most
in line with Fetterley’s (2007) marker of subject position, however the author suggested
considerations for music therapists using hip-hop that relate to all four markers of
authenticity: textual, use of technology, subject position, and function or context.
Considering textual authenticity, Viega wrote that music therapists should become
technically proficient in at least one element of Hip-Hop culture, like beat boxing or
deejaying, to be able to use the style authentically rather than come across as mocking or
as if one is appropriating the client’s culture. Viega also noted that music therapists must
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incorporate music technology and “techniques common to Hip Hop, such as sampling
and mixing” (p. 142). Of subject position, Viega noted the importance of recognizing
that Hip-Hop culture has it roots in the fight to overcome oppression in inner-city
communities and emphasized the need for self-reflection on the part of the music
therapist. Finally, regarding function and context, Viega wrote that music therapists may
need to take a multi-modal approach, since using rap or other Hip-Hop techniques “apart
from art, dance, and storytelling” may negate the cultural experience (p. 142). At the end
of the article, Viega (2016) provided several guidelines for self-reflection in order to
assess subject position authenticity in music therapy. However, given that the definition
of authenticity used in this article was related to subject position, specific guidelines for
increasing textually important technical skills or increasing relevant skills in technology
were not provided.
A 2013 study by Yehuda also focused on issues related to subject position
authenticity, specifically the need for personal authenticity on the part of the therapist
including an authentic emotional connection to the music being used. In an attempt to
better understand how music therapists deal with authenticity in multicultural encounters
in music therapy, Yehuda (2013) conducted ethnographic interviews with purposefully
sampled music therapists and music performers. For this analysis, Yehuda (2013)
defined “musical authenticity” as “the professional musician’s motivation to identify
music for which there is a feeling of emotional belonging and deep mental affinity” (p.
149). The six music therapists who participated in the interviews had at least six years of
experience and worked with clients who were born and raised in a culture different from
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their own. Both performers and music therapists reported difficulty “meeting the music
of the ‘other,’” (p. 156).
Yehuda noted two main difficulties that emerged from his analysis when speaking
to music therapists. First, it is very difficult to learn music of foreign cultures and
especially difficult to try to understand music’s meaning within a culture. Music
therapists reported that that it was their duty to be familiar with their client’s music, but
felt it was difficult to gain an understanding of another culture that was “sufficient
enough for comprehending its music” (Yehuda, 2013, p. 160). Second, even if music
therapists learn music of other cultures, they may still feel so emotionally detached from
the music that they feel unable to use it effectively. Some therapists felt that if they could
not emotionally connect with their client’s music they would be incapable of being a
good therapist for that client. While one therapist felt it was sufficient to “know…the
client’s songs, accept them, [and] to understand their effect on the client” (Yehuda, 2013,
p. 158), the majority expressed a need to be personally connected with the music of their
client. The degree to which this troubled the subjects led Yehuda to believe that
therapists may have been motivated by the ideal “that the therapeutic task should provide
an authentic experience for the therapist as well” (p. 160). Some therapists reported
using their own music in sessions to aid their own personal authenticity or to give the
client a chance to “meet” the therapist. Yehuda concluded that multicultural encounters
in music therapy are very complex and that there is no one answer to how to deal with
conflicting issues of personal and multicultural authenticity. Instead, music therapists
will need to maintain a balance that best suits the client’s needs.
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The term authenticity was present in the AMTA competencies as well as the
Board Certification Domains of the Certification Board for Music Therapists (CMBT) in
the context of personal authenticity on the part of the therapist within the therapeutic
relationship, but neither document appeared to include musical authenticity as defined in
the current study (AMTA, 2013; CBMT, 2015). Besides Yehuda’s (2013) study, this
researcher did not find any other research specifically investigating the ability of music
therapists to provide music authentically. Yehuda (2013) also reported an absence of
research on musical authenticity in music therapy and concluded that music therapists
had not considered essential questions related to authenticity as seriously as music
performers had.
Conclusion
Literature on music authenticity in music therapy was extremely limited. Because
only one article was found that investigated music therapists’ perceptions regarding
music authenticity in music therapy (Yehuda, 2013), it was difficult to judge whether
music authenticity is an issue of concern for music therapists. While the issues of
authenticity in music span a broad scope, there was a gap in the literature regarding the
specific tools through which music therapists are providing music authentically. There
was little informative literature on technology education or functional skill education. In
the literature that did surface, there was a consensus that music therapists feel undertrained in music technology as well as a consensus that music therapy educators do not
have enough time to teach functional musical skills.
The purpose of this study was to gather baseline information on music therapists’
provision of textually authentic music, or music that conforms to the expectations of its
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genre, including to determine whether musical authenticity is a concern for music
therapists, to investigate barriers to authenticity, and to collect specific information
regarding the tools and electronic technologies that music therapists are using.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Prior to conducting this study, an approval for exempt status was received from
the University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board (IRB) (Appendix C). The study
was considered exempt because no more than minimal risk was posed to the participants
and no identifying information was collected or linked to participant responses.
Participants
From the Certification Board for Music Therapists (CBMT), the researcher
obtained the email addresses of board-certified music therapists who had opted to receive
emails through the CBMT (N = 7,537). Of the 7,537 email addresses, two were invalid
and one person indicated that they were unable to access the survey due to technical
issues with the survey link, so the survey was sent to 7,534 people. While there were no
exclusion criteria for this survey, seven people asked to be removed from the researcher’s
email list because they were either retired (N = 2), not practicing (N = 3), or for
unspecified reasons (N = 3). The researcher received a total of 1,032 survey responses,
including 128 incomplete surveys and 904 complete surveys. Because the terms of
consent specified that a completed survey indicated consent, only surveys marked
“complete” by REDCap were included in the analysis, a 12.0% response rate.
Of the 904 surveys completed, 170 participants included a written response to the
last question of the survey; this prompted the researcher to conduct a qualitative analysis
of the written responses.
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Instrumentation
Survey
The survey tool used for this study was designed by the researcher and consisted
of three sections: 1) demographic information; 2) music therapy background/current
work; and 3) main questionnaire addressing perceptions of and practices regarding
musical authenticity in music therapy practice (see Appendix B ).
Demographic information. This section consisted of three multiple choice
questions that collected information regarding age, gender identity, and racial identity.
Music therapy background/current work. This section consisted of five
questions in multiple choice and checkbox format which were used to gather information
on the participant’s music therapy experiences regarding years of practice, affiliated
region, theoretical orientation, current and previous work settings, and current ages
served. Questions and response options were based on the 2017 American Music
Therapy Association (AMTA) Member Survey and Workforce Analysis (AMTA,
2017b).
Main questionnaire. This section contained ten questions concerning music
therapists’ perceptions of and practices regarding musical authenticity, including the
importance of musical authenticity, barriers and difficulties related to musical
authenticity, and specific electronic and non-electronic strategies and tools used to
increase musical authenticity. Eight of the ten questions contained one or two follow-up
multiple choice questions which appeared on the screen if the participants responded
“yes” or “not sure” to the primary inquiry. If participants selected “no” for any of these
questions, the related follow-up questions were not visible.
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The top of each page displayed this definition: “For the purposes of this research,
‘musical authenticity’ will be defined as the degree to which music therapists provide
music that conforms to the expectations of musical elements (ex: style, melody, harmony,
rhythm, texture, timbre, instrumentation) within a given genre or song (Fetterley, 2007).”
Perceptions. This section contained three multiple choice questions. The section
began with a Likert scale question asking participants how important musical authenticity
was to them. Participants were then asked whether or not they had experienced barriers
to musical authenticity and if so to specify. Finally, participants were asked if any
specific music genres were more difficult than others to reproduce authentically using
only voice, piano, acoustic guitar, and/or percussion. These four instruments were
chosen based on the four instruments on which music therapists are required to be
proficient as outlined in the AMTA Professional Competencies and were abbreviated
VPGP for brevity (AMTA, 2013). Genres were limited to those most popular in the
United States due to the lack of research specifically dealing with popular U.S. genres in
music therapy as compared to research on non-western or multicultural music therapy, as
well as for logistic purposes. Fifteen genres and an “other” choice were provided based
on the researcher’s analysis of five pop culture sources listing U.S. genre classifications
(“Charts,” 2016; “Genres,” n.d.; “List of Musical Styles,” 2018; “Music Genre List,”
2016; “Music Map,” 2016).
Practices. This section contained six primary multiple-choice questions and one
open-ended question. For each of the six multiple choice questions, if participants
selected “yes” or “not sure”, a second checkbox question or qualitative box appeared
allowing them to specify. The multiple choice questions in this section addressed, a)
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whether and how participants had provided songs with musical elements that were
difficult to reproduce authentically using only VPGP; b) whether participants had used
non-electronic instruments besides VPGP to increase musical authenticity and which
instruments; c) whether participants had used other non-electronic strategies to increase
musical authenticity and which strategies; d) whether participants had used electronic
technology or instruments to increase musical authenticity and what instruments; e)
whether participants had used iPad apps to increase musical authenticity and what apps;
and f) whether participants had ever decided not to provide a live version of a song
because it contained elements that were difficult to reproduce authentically on VPGP, the
reasons why, and what was done instead. The final open-ended question presented the
opportunity for participants to share anything related to the survey or related to musical
authenticity in their practice.
Procedures
Survey
The researcher obtained email addresses from the CBMT for all board-certified
music therapists who had opted to receive emails. A cover letter describing the nature of
the study, instructions for participation in the survey, and terms of consent was included
in the body of each survey invitation email (see Appendix A). Participants completed the
survey and were allowed to skip questions or discontinue the survey at any time. While
1,032 surveys were received, 128 were marked as incomplete by REDCap indicating that
participants did not submit their survey. These data were therefore excluded from the data
analysis. A total of 904 surveys were completed and submitted online.
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The REDCap survey was published online for a five-week window following the
initial invitation email. All surveys were submitted through REDCap using a nonidentifying format. Reminder emails were automatically sent at two and four weeks
following the initial email to those who had not yet completed the survey. At the end of
the five-week window the survey was closed and no further responses were accepted into
the database.
Qualitative Analysis
Upon receiving the survey responses, the quantity of written comments in
response to the open-ended question at the end of the survey made clear that participants
had more to say on the topic of authenticity than was captured by the survey. Therefore,
the decision was made to expand the study to include a qualitative portion.
Data Analysis
Quantitative
Statistical analyses were conducted using Statistics Program for the Social
Sciences Version 24 (SPSS 24). Data were reported using descriptive statistics. The data
were first analyzed using a Spearman rank correlation with the variables of age and years
practicing music therapy (r = .810, p < .01). Data were further analyzed using Chi square
analyses for the following variable pairs: age and use of electronic technology/
instruments, age and use of iPad, and gender and use of electronic
technology/instruments, gender and use of iPad.
Qualitative
The primary researcher started by separated each comment into a separate word
document and imported the data into the software program NVivo (2014). Following
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Creswell’s (2013) data analysis spiral, the primary researcher and an outside researcher
then read through the 170 comments to “get a sense of the whole database” (Creswell,
2013, p. 183). Both researchers completed open coding using the NVivo software. Open
coding is when the researcher reads through the data without the research questions in
mind; this allows for strong themes to arise without bias. The primary researcher next
compared and refined the two sets of codes, determining five themes that were relevant to
the research question and two other strong themes that were unrelated to the research
questions. The primary researcher then completed closed coding using those seven
codes. Closed coding is when the researcher reads through the data and looks for themes
directly related to the research questions.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
This study examined music therapists’ perceptions and practices related to
musical authenticity in music therapy practice. Survey participants answered questions
regarding demographic information, music therapy background and current work, and
perceptions and practices related to musical authenticity.
Sample Description
Board-certified music therapists (N = 1,032) responded to the email survey. The
survey cover letter explained that completion and submission of the survey was
considered consent. Because participants were allowed to skip questions, any submitted
survey was considered completed and therefore eligible for inclusion in the data analyses.
Of the 1,032 respondents, 128 participants did not submit the survey and were therefore
excluded. The remaining 904 surveys were descriptively and statistically analyzed.
Since some participants did not answer all questions and unanswered questions were
excluded, several questions had a slightly different “n” than the overall “n” of 904. Of
the 904 completed surveys, 170 participants provided a written response to the last
question in the survey and were included in a qualitative analysis.
Demographic Information
As previously noted, 904 participants completed the survey through REDCap and
were eligible for inclusion in the study. Of the 899 participants who indicated age, the
largest number fell into the age range 20–29 years (n = 337), accounting for 37.5% of
responses. The majority of participants who indicated gender (n = 900) were female (n =
778, 86.4%), 12.4% identified as male (n = 112), and 1% identified as either gender non-
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conforming (n = 3), genderqueer (n = 2), self-identify (n = 4), or transgender man (n =
1).
Of participants who indicated racial identity (n = 879), most identified as White or
Caucasian or European American (n = 782, 89%), followed by Hispanic or Latina or
Latino (n = 28, 3.2%), African-American or Black (n = 20, 2.3%), and Asian or Asian
American (n =20, 2.3%). See Table 1 for a complete breakdown of demographic
variables.
Table 1
Demographic Variables
Demographic Variables
Age (n = 899)
<20
20–29
30–39
40–49
50–59
60–69
70+
Gender (n = 900)
Female
Gender non-conforming
Genderqueer
Intersex
Male
Self-Identify
Transgender man
Transgender woman
Racial identity (n = 879)
African-American or Black
American Indian or Alaska Native or First Nations
Arab or Middle Eastern
Asian or Asian American
Hispanic or Latina or Latino
Multiracial or Biracial
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
White or Caucasian or European American
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n

%

1
337
274
112
90
70
15

0.1
37.5
30.5
12.5
10.0
7.8
1.7

778
3
2
0
112
4
1
0

86.4
0.3
0.2
0.0
12.4
0.4
0.1
0.0

20
1
11
20
28
15
2
782

2.3
0.1
1.3
2.3
3.2
1.7
0.2
89.0

Music Therapy Background and Current Work
Over a third of participants reported they had been practicing for 1–5 years (n
=347, 38.5%) followed by 6–10 years (n = 160, 17.7%), and 11–15 years (n =114,
12.6%). Of those who indicated affiliated region (n = 893), the largest number of
participants reported an affiliation with the Great Lakes region (n = 235, 26.3%),
followed by the Mid-Atlantic region (n =184, 20.6%), and the Southeastern region (n
=158, 17.7%). The plurality selected Cognitive/Behavioral as their primary theoretical
orientation (n = 301, 33.4%), followed by Humanistic/Existential (n = 255, 28.3%), and
Holistic (n = 149, 16.6%). See Table 2 for a complete breakdown of participants’ music
therapy background.
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Table 2
Music Therapy Background
Music Therapy Background
n
%
Years practicing music therapy (n = 902)
<1
75
8.3
1–5
347
38.5
6–10
160
17.7
11–15
114
12.6
16–20
58
6.4
21–25
52
5.8
26–30
33
3.7
30+
63
7.0
Affiliated region (n = 893)
Great Lakes
235
26.3
Mid-Atlantic
184
20.6
Southeastern
158
17.7
Western
106
11.9
Midwestern
88
10.0
Southwestern
80
9.0
New England
42
4.7
Primary Theoretical Orientation (n = 900)
Cognitive/Behavioral
301
33.4
Humanistic/Existential
255
28.3
Holistic
149
16.6
Othera
92
10.2
Neurological
55
6.1
Psychodynamic
48
5.3
a
Participants who selected “other” wrote in the following responses: eclectic (n = 33),
responses categorized by the researcher as combination (n = 31), biopsychosocial (n =
5), person-centered (n = 4), developmental (n = 3), integrative (n = 3), community
music therapy (n = 2), constructivist (n = 2), music-centered (n = 2), Nordoff-Robbins
(n = 2), and the following (each n = 1): creative improvisational music therapy,
experiential, feminist, Neurologic Music Therapy EB, narrative theory, palliative,
post-modern, socio-cultural developmental, soul making, systems, transpersonal, and
trauma informed care.
When indicating current work, participants were allowed to select more than one
option. Regarding work setting, the largest number of participants (n = 336, 37.2%)
selected “other or private practice, please specify.” When indicating ages currently
served, the largest number of participants (n = 541, 61.5%) indicated serving adults,
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followed by seniors (n = 507, 57.7%), and mature adults (n = 496, 56.4%). See Table 3
for a complete breakdown of current work.
Table 3
Current Work
Current Work
n
%
Current work setting (all that apply) (n = 904)
Other or Private Practice (please specify)a
336
37.2
Geriatric Facility
256
28.3
Mental Health
241
26.7
Medical
212
23.5
Children’s Facility/School
195
21.6
Substance Abuse Treatment
56
6.2
Not Practicing
47
5.2
Age currently served (all that apply) (n = 879)
Adults
541
61.5
Seniors
507
57.7
Mature Adults
496
56.4
Young Adults
454
51.6
Teens
413
47.0
Infants/Children
401
45.6
Preteens
383
43.6
a
Particpants who selected “other or private practice” wrote in the following responses:
Hospice (n = 65), private practice (n = 46), in-home setting (n = 22), community
centers (n = 20), university (n = 17), adult day centers (n = 12), responses categorized
by the researcher as adults with special needs (n = 10), responses categorized by the
researcher as developmental and intellectual disabilities (n = 8), responses categorized
by the researcher as children with disabilities (n = 6), schools (n = 6), Medicaid waiver
provider (n = 5), music therapy clinic (n = 5), autism (n = 4), group home (n = 4), VA
Hospital (n = 4), mental health (n = 3), responses categorized by the researcher as
multiple ages (n = 3), non-profit (n = 3), TBI (n = 3), dementia (n = 2), educator (n =
2), health clinic (n = 2), interdisciplinary clinic (n = 2), TBI Outpatient clinic (n = 2),
visually impaired (n = 2), and the following (each n = 1): adult psychiatric, behavioral
health center, bereavement, cerebral palsy, creative arts therapy practice, Down
syndrome, early childhood, Eldersafe program, geriatric facility, inpatient rehab,
intensive mobile services, intergenerational day care, intermediate care facility,
juvenile justice, multiple disabilities, neurologic elderly, new parents, Parkinson’s,
pediatric palliative care, people seeking personal growth and vibrational healing,
rehabilitation, sheltered workshop, social services agency, spinal cord injury, stroke,
and wellness center.
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Quantitative Results
Research Question 1
What are music therapists' perceptions regarding the importance of musical
authenticity and the barriers to musical authenticity in music therapy practice?
Authenticity importance. When asked how important musical authenticity was
in participants’ music therapy practice via a 5-point Likert-type item, the mean of the 903
responses was 3.69 (SD = 0.82), with most participants indicating that musical
authenticity was either “4-very important” (n = 422, 46.7%) or “3-moderately important”
(n = 285, 31.6%). Only six participants indicated that musical authenticity was “1–Not
Important at All” (0.7%).
Figure 1
Authenticity Importance
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Barriers. When asked whether they had ever encountered barriers to musical
authenticity, 902 participants responded, with 681 (75.5%) selecting “yes,” 125 (13.9%)
selecting “no,” and 96 (10.6%) selecting “not sure.” Those who selected “yes” or “not
sure” were asked to specify which barriers they had encountered. Of the 768 participants
who responded, the most common barrier reported was unfamiliarity with genre (n = 511,
66.5%) followed by limits of musical skills on voice, piano, acoustic guitar, and
percussion (n = 504, 65.6%), lack of access to electronic technology/instrument (n = 333,
43.3%), and lack of knowledge of electronic technology/instruments (n = 275, 35.8%).
See Table 4 for participants’ ratings of the importance of musical authenticity and a
complete breakdown of barriers encountered.
Genres. All participants responded to a question about whether they found any
genres difficult to reproduce using only voice, piano, acoustic guitar, and percussion,
with 754 (83.4%) selecting “yes,” 115 (12.7%) selecting “no,” and 35 (3.9%) selecting
“not sure” (see Table 5). Those who selected “yes” or “not sure” were asked to specify
which genres they found difficult and which genre they found the most difficult. Of the
784 participants who specified difficult genres, the largest number of participants selected
hip-hop/rap (n = 593, 75.6%) followed by electronic/dance (n = 573, 73.1%), and metal
(n =477, 60.8). For the most difficult genre, participants (n = 782) were only allowed to
select one answer and the top three genres were the same: hip-hop/rap (n = 268, 34.3%),
electronic/dance (n = 212, 27.1%), and metal (n =123, 15.7%). See Table 6 for a
complete breakdown of the genres music therapists thought were the most difficult.
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Table 4
Authenticity Importance and Barriers
Authenticity Importance and Barriers
n
%
Importance of musical authenticity (n = 903)
1–Not Important at All
6
0.7
2–Slightly Important
57
6.3
3–Moderately Important
285
31.6
4–Very Important
422
46.7
5–Absolutely Essential
133
14.7
Encountered barriers to musical authenticity (n = 902)
Yes
681
75.5
No
125
13.9
Not Sure
96
10.6
Barriers encountered (all that apply) (n = 768)
Unfamiliarity with genre
511
66.5
Limits of musical skills on voice, piano, acoustic guitar,
504
65.6
or percussion
Lack of access to electronic technology/instruments
333
43.3
Lack of knowledge of electronic
275
35.8
technology/instruments
Dislike of or inability to connect with a style or genre
228
29.7
Limits of musical skills on other instruments
208
27.1
Othera
49
6.4
a
Other responses fell into the following categories: not possible for one person (n = 8),
access/practicality of instruments (n = 7), client needs (n = 5), language (n = 5), culture
(n = 4), musical ability (n = 3), time (n = 3), censorship (n = 2), and the following
(each n = 1): building trust with patients, challenge of electronic music, client
expectations, client preference, dumbing down of classical music, improvisation,
personal authenticity, too many songs to learn, and unfamiliarity.
Table 5
Genres
Genres
Found some genres difficult to reproduce with musical
authenticity using only VPGP (n = 904)
Yes
No
Not Sure

52

n

%

754
115
35

83.4
12.7
3.9

Table 6
Most Difficult Genres
Difficult Genres
Most Difficult
(all that apply)
Genre (n = 782)
(n = 784)
n
%
n
%
Hip-hop/Rap
593
75.6
268
34.3
Electronic/Dance
573
73.1
212
27.1
Metal
477
60.8
123
15.7
Classical
225
28.7
52
6.6
Jazz
184
23.5
30
3.8
a,b
Other
57
7.3
29
3.7
Rock
141
18.0
27
3.5
R&B/Soul
127
16.2
9
1.2
Latin
172
21.9
7
0.9
Reggae
115
14.7
7
0.9
Pop
55
7.0
5
0.6
Country
23
2.9
5
0.6
Blues
52
6.6
4
0.5
Religious
11
1.4
3
0.4
Folk
7
0.9
1
0.1
Easy Listening
23
2.9
0
0.0
a
Participants who selected “other” for genres they found difficult wrote in the
following responses: genres categorized by the researcher as non-western cultural
music (n = 21), big band (n = 13), rap (n = 3), and the following (each n = 1): all of the
above, Baptist gospel, bluegrass, choral and symphonic band, contemporary African
American gospel, disco, dub step, funk, hard rock, Motown, new age, polka, screamo,
trap.
b

Participants who selected “other” for the genre they found the most difficult wrote in
the following responses: genres categorized by the researcher as non-western cultural
music (n = 14), big band (n = 7), rap (n = 2), and the following (each n = 1): choral and
symphonic band, dub step, and screamo.
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Research Question 2
What practices do music therapists use to increase musical authenticity
concerning instrument choice, strategies, electronic technology, and mediation?
Instrument choice and strategies. All participants responded to a question
regarding whether they had provided a song with elements that were difficult to
reproduce authentically using only voice, piano, acoustic guitar, and percussion
(abbreviated VPGP in the survey). The majority (82.4%) of participants selected “yes”
(n = 745), while 123 participants (13.6%) selected “no” and 36 (4.0%) selected “not
sure.” Of those who selected “yes” or “not sure” (n = 776), when asked how it was done,
the largest number of participants reported they had approximated difficult elements
while still using VPGP (n =445, 57.3%) and 417 participants (53.7%) reported they had
left out difficult elements while using VPGP. See Table 7 for a complete breakdown of
how participants provided music with difficult elements.
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Table 7
Providing Music
Providing Music
n
%
Provided a song with elements that were difficult to
reproduce authentically using only VPGP (n = 904)
Yes
745
82.4
No
123
13.6
Not Sure
36
4.0
How it was done (all that apply) (n = 776)
Approximated difficult elements while using VPGP
445
57.3
Left out difficult elements while using VPGP
417
53.7
Played an instrument along with the recording
268
34.5
Used electronic technology alone
189
24.4
Used non-electronic and electronic
101
13.0
technology/instruments in combination
Used non-electronic instruments other than VPGP
93
12.0
Had another music therapist/student contribute
90
11.6
Othera
39
5.0
a
Other responses fell into the following categories: used recording only (n = 18),
combination of electronic and non-electronic instruments (n = 6), client
contributed (n = 5), played with the recording (n = 3), electronic technology (n =
2), all (n = 1), approximate on guitar (n = 1), recorded self playing all parts (n =
1), skipped the song (n = 1).
Most participants (n = 497, 55.0%) reported that they had not used non-electronic
instruments other than VPGP to provide music that would be difficult to reproduce
authentically using only VPGP. Of those who specified non-electronic instruments they
had used besides VPGP (n = 379), the majority of participants (n = 245, 64.6%) reported
using ukulele, followed by kazoo (n = 101, 26.6%). See Table 8 for a breakdown of the
non-electronic instruments music therapists reported.
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Table 8
Non-electronic Instruments
Non-electronic Instruments
n
%
Used non-electronic instruments other than VPGP to provide music that
would be difficult to reproduce authentically using only VPGP (n = 904)
Yes
348 38.5
No
497 55.0
Not Sure
59
6.5
Non-electronic instruments used (all that apply) (n = 379)
Ukulele
245 64.6
Kazoo
101 26.6
Woodwinds
89 23.5
a
Other
87 23.0
Harmonica
79 20.8
Orchestral String
66 17.4
Dulcimer
55 14.5
Harp
50 13.2
Banjo
41 10.8
Mandolin
29
7.7
Brass
27
7.1
a
Participants who selected “other” wrote in the following responses: instruments
categorized by the researcher as electronic (n = 14), instruments categorized by the
researcher as drums and percussion (n = 10), instruments categorized by the researcher
as Orff instruments (n = 5), accordion (n = 8), autoharp (n = 8), Native American flute
(n = 6), flute (n = 4), kalimba (n = 4), chimes (n = 2), Hapi drum (n = 2), hand chimes
(n = 2), melodica (n = 2), ocean drum (n = 2), penny whistle (n = 2), recorder (n = 2),
steel drums (n = 2), furniture, tables, desks, chairs (n = 2), violin (n = 3), and the
following (each n = 1): body percussion, boomwhackers, chang, create my own, gong,
gu zheng, guiro, guitar, hali drum, hammered dulcimer, harmonium, indigenous
instruments, instruments that sound like water, Irish tin whistle, pianica, quack stack,
rain stick, reed horn, sansula, shruti box, strum stick, Swiss Resonance Monochord
Table, tambourine, Tibetan singing bowl, tracker organ, trumpet, trombone, water
glasses, wooden whistle.
Of the 903 participants who responded to a question regarding whether they had
used other non-electronic strategies to increase musical authenticity beyond traditional
uses of VPGP, most participants selected “no” (n = 475, 52.6%), 327 participants
(36.2%) selected “yes,” and 101 participants selected “not sure” (11.2%). Of those who
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specified the strategies they had used (n = 397), the largest number of participants (n =
283, 71.3%) indicated singing instrumental interludes/solos.
Table 9
Non-electronic Strategies
Non-electronic Strategies
n
%
Used other non-electronic strategies to increase musical authenticity
beyond traditional uses of VPGP (n = 903)
Yes
327 36.2
No
475 52.6
No Sure
101 11.2
Strategies used (all that apply) (n = 397)
Singing instrumental interludes/solos
283 71.3
Advanced vocal techniques
137 34.5
Distorting your voice
134 33.8
Beatboxing
132 33.2
Playing more than one instrument at a time
124 31.2
Advanced guitar techniques
123 31.0
Othera
30
7.6
a
Participants who selected “other” wrote in the following responses: strategies
categorized by the researcher as client and/or family contribution to music (n = 4), use
part or all of a recording (n = 4), body percussion (n = 3), advanced piano skills (n = 2),
autoharp (n = 2), found percussion, e.g., buckets, utensils (n = 2), whistling (n = 2), and
the following (n = 1): added another part to emphasize beat, word or phrase, drum pad
and rapping, harp, historical knowledge, storytelling, props, improvisation, percussion,
violin, q-chord, sound effects with voice, sub contra bass bars, ukulele and accordion
lessons, using guitar and rhythm instruments in atypical ways, wind instruments.
Electronic technology. Of 901 participants who responded to a question
regarding whether they had used electronic technology or instruments to increase musical
authenticity, the majority (57.6%) selected “no” (n = 519), 356 participants (39.5%)
selected “yes,” and 26 participants (2.9%) selected “not sure.” Of those who specified
what electronic technology or instruments they had used (n = 359), the largest number of
participants indicated the use of Electric Guitar (n = 106, 29.5%) followed by Digital
Audio Workstations (DAW) (n = 83, 23.1%), and Keyboard (n = 82, 22.8%).
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GarageBand accounted for 64 of the 83 responses indicating use of a DAW. See Table
10 for a complete list.
Table 10
Electronic Technology and Instruments
Electronic Technology and Instruments
n
%
Used electronic technology/instruments to increase musical authenticity
besides iPad (n = 901)
Yes
356 39.5
No
519 57.6
Not Sure
26
2.9
Instruments/technology used (n = 359)
Electric Guitar
106 29.5
Keyboards and Synthesizers
105 29.2
Digital Audio Workstations
83 23.1
Q-chord
35
9.7
Tablet apps
34
9.5
Electric Bass Guitar
33
9.2
Looping technology
33
9.2
Drum Machines
31
8.6
Electric Drum Sets or Pads
31
8.6
Pedals
28
7.8
Recorded Music/Players
19
5.3
Grid Controllers
17
4.7
MIDI Controllers and MIDI Keyboards
12
3.3
Amplification and amp effects
13
3.6
Beamz
11
3.1
Voice amplification and filters
11
3.1
Computers and Computer Software
10
2.8
Note: Responses n < 10 included the following: Kaossilator/Kaoss Pad (n = 8),
Omnichord (n = 7), responses categorized by the researcher as DJ equipment, Samplers
(n = 5), Theremin (n = 5), Recorded beats/tracks (n =4), YouTube (n = 4), Unspecified
electronic instruments (n = 3), Maschine (n = 3), Portable Synth Machine (n = 3),
SoundBeam (n = 3), Artiphon (n = 2), Auto Harp (n = 2), Electric organ (n = 2), iPhone
(n = 2), Jamstick (n = 2), Mixers (n = 2), Recording technology and equipment (n = 2),
Roli/Roli blocks (n = 2), Vocoder (n = 2), and the following (each n = 1):
accompaniment paired with live guitar/voice, AirJamz, all and created own, amp
simulator, beat makers, Buddha box, Chaos box, Clarion, East West Quantum Leap
Symphonic Orchestra, electric instruments, electric mandolin, electric percussion,
electric ukulele, electric violin, harmonic progression sequence, makey, MIDI
Sequencer, Mogees, Native American Flute, Otomatone, Sound Moovz, Stethoscope
microphone, stylophone, switches, tone bars, trumpet.
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Of 899 participants who responded to a question regarding whether they had used
the iPad to increase musical authenticity, the largest number of participants (n = 448,
49.8%) selected “yes,” 422 participants (46.9%) selected “no,” and 29 participants (3.2%)
selected “not sure.” Of the 400 participants who specified what apps they had used, the
largest number of participants (n =279, 69.8%) indicated use of GarageBand. Table 12
lists the iPad apps based on categories adapted from Knight (2013). See Appendix E for
the quantitative table of iPad apps and n for each app.
Table 11
Use of iPad
Use of iPad
Used iPad to increase musical authenticity (n = 899)
Yes
No
Not Sure
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n

%

448
422
29

49.8
46.9
3.2

Table 12
iPad Apps Used
Keyboard
Cat Piano
Keyboard app
Magic Piano
DJ/Beats/Mixers
Auxy
Beat maker apps
Beat Maker Go
Beatbox apps
Beatbox Pad
Beatbox+
Beatwave
DJ apps
Djay
DPM
Drum beats
Drum box apps
Drum loops
Strings
Celtic Harp
Epic Banjo
Guitar apps
Guitar Tuner
Percussion
Digital Pan
Drum apps
Drum Pad
Drum Pads 24
DrumJam
Drumkit
Winds
Electronic Panflute
Synthesizers
Beamz
Bebot
Cassini
Other
Electronic instrument apps
Instrument apps

Apps for Instruments
Mini Keyboard
Piano Apps

Piano Maestro
The Piano

Drum Machine
Dubstep apps
duppad
EasyBeats
Figure
Groove Maker
Hip Hop Box
Hip-Hop Producer Pads
iKaossilator
Imashine
iMPC
Jelly Band
Keezy drummer

LaunchPad
Looper
Loopimal
Megaseg
Pacemaker
Rap to Beats
Remix Live
Sound Forest
Sound Pad
Sound Prism
Tracktor
Wiki loops
Wub wub wub

Guitartuna
Harp apps
Magic Zither
Real Guitar

Real Ukulele
Sitar apps
Smart Guitar
Wi orchestra

Drummer
Dubstep Drum Pad 24
Electronic drumset
Hangdrum
Kalimba
Latin Percussion apps

Percussion
Percussion+
Renzoku Drums
Tabla
Tap Drums
We Drum

Morphwiz
Sound Prism

Synth apps
ThumJam

Music sparkle
Raja and ethnic instrument
apps

Shruti box
Theramin
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Table 12 (continued)
iPad Apps Used
Apps for music playback
iPod
iTunes
Karaoke tracks
Music streaming, unspecified

Amazon music
Apple Music
CanTunes
Dhun
Ableton
Audacity
Autorap
Autotune
Blocs Wave
Fruityloops
GarageBand
I Am T-Pain

Pandora
Recorded Music
Spotify
YouTube

Apps for recording/manipulating audio
Incredibox
Simple recording
Logic
Songify
Loopy
Sound bored
Mixer
Tape
Music composition software
Tone Bridge
Neosoul
Voice changing apps
Recording app on iPad
Voice Recorder
Rockmate
Voloco

DAW plug-ins
MusicMaker Jam
Music Learning/Storage
4 chord
Anytune
Music Video
Triller
Other
AirJamz
Android
AUMI
Backing tracks
Bloom
Frog band
Fun sounds
General
Izen

Music Creation
Noise

SoundCool

Miscellaneous
forScore
Onsong

Picardy
Songster

VideoStar

Vidrhythm

Jam mix
Jamstix
Madpad
Patient preferred apps
Rock Band
Sing
SingFit
Sound effects

Stopbox
Sync
Tap pad
Thicket
Toca Boca
Trackpad
TunePad
Voice memos
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Mediation. A total of 902 participants responded to a question regarding whether
they had ever decided not to provide a live version of a client-preferred song because it
contained elements that were difficult to reproduce authentically on VPGP, the majority
of participants (79.0%) selected “yes” (n = 713), 167 participants (18.5%) selected “no,”
and 22 participants (2.4%) selected “not sure.” Of the 731 participants who specified
their reason for not providing a live version, the largest number of participants (n = 500,
68.4%) selected that the live version would not be authentic enough, followed by that the
client preferred the recorded version (n = 485, 66.3%), and that they lack the skills to
make it authentic (n = 410, 56.1%).
Of the 730 participants who specified what they did instead of providing a live
version, the majority (93.7%) reported using recorded music (n = 684). See table 13 for a
complete breakdown of reasons for not providing a live version of the song and what was
done instead of providing a live version.
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Table 13
Not Providing Live Music
Not Providing Live Music
n
%
Ever decided not to provide a live version of a client-preferred song
because it contained elements that were difficult to reproduce
authentically on VPGP (n = 902)
Yes
713 79.0
No
167 18.5
Not Sure
22
2.4
Reason for not providing a live version (all that apply) (n = 731)
Live version would not be authentic enough
500 68.4
Client preferred the recorded version
485 66.3
Lack the skills to make it authentic
410 56.1
Was able to use a more accessible song that the client also liked
265 36.3
Would take too much time to make it authentic
221 30.2
a
Other
33
4.5
What was done instead (all that apply) (n = 730)
Used recorded music
684 93.7
Learned a different song by same artist
298 40.8
Learned a different song in same genre
297 40.7
Asked the client if they liked other types of music
294 40.3
Otherb
24
3.3
Asked a different therapist to see that client
21
2.9
a
Other responses for reason for not providing a live version fell into the following
categories: recording was more appropriate for therapeutic purposes (n = 5),
inappropriate song content (n = 5), fear of cultural appropriation (n = 3), client’s
singing ability (n = 2), client request for different music or recording (n = 2), authentic
reproduction took focus away from client goals (n = 2), unfamiliar with the song (n =
2), used a recording (n = 2), and the following (n = 1): client dislike of music
therapist’s version, client request to dance, clinical relevance of lyric content, song
outside of therapist’s vocal range, foreign language, needed use of hand, facility
required the use headphones, time constraints, and unable to obtain written music.
b

Other responses for what was done instead fell into the following categories: patient
participated in creating the music or taught song to the therapist (n = 5), asked client
for time delay and worked on the song (n = 2), used karaoke (n = 2), used a different
song (n = 2), used a recording (n = 2), and the following (n = 1): all of the above,
asked others to collaborate, created and original recording of the song, created new
music to address client goal, improvised something similar, learning client-specific
songs is less relevant in acute care, rewrote the lyrics with the client, simplified the
original, use a mix of recorded and live music, worked with client to create a list of
songs.
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Research Question 3
What are trends in music therapists' practices regarding musical authenticity in
music therapy practice related to age and gender identity?
Chi square analyses were run on the following four pairs: Age and use of
electronic technology and instruments, age and use of iPad, gender and use of electronic
technology and instruments, and gender and use of iPad.
Age. For both age groups, a majority of participants indicated that they had not
used electronic technology or instruments, however, the proportion of respondents aged
30 or older who had used electronic technology (43.6%) was significantly higher than the
proportion of respondents aged under 30 who had used electronic technology (35.3%)
(Cramer’s V = .083, p < .05).
The proportion of respondents aged 30 or older who had used an iPad (48.9%)
was significantly lower than the proportion of respondents aged under 30 who had used
iPad (56.5%) (Cramer’s V = .073, p < .05).
Gender. While 64% of males reported that they had used electronic technology, a
significantly lower proportion of females (36.5%) reported that they had used electronic
technology (Cramer’s V = .188, p < .001).
Regarding gender and use of iPad, 86.2% of males and 88.2% of females had
used iPad. This was a non-significant difference.
Qualitative Results
Data for the qualitative analysis was taken from responses to the final survey
question: “Is there anything else you would like to share related to this survey or related
to musical authenticity in your practice?”
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Research Question 1
What are music therapists' perceptions regarding the importance of musical
authenticity and the barriers to musical authenticity in music therapy practice?
Regarding the first research question, three themes emerged from the comments:
balancing the importance of musical authenticity with other factors, inalterable barriers to
musical authenticity, and issues in training and curricula.
Balancing the importance of musical authenticity with other factors.
Although in the survey the researcher asked participants to rank the importance of
musical authenticity in their music therapy practice in general, 40 participants wrote
comments emphasizing that the value placed on musical authenticity varies based on
situational factors or must be balanced with other important elements of therapy. The
most commonly cited factor participants mentioned when considering the importance of
musical authenticity was related to the goals being addressed and intervention choices.
These therapists agreed that decisions about musical authenticity need to be made after
assessing the needs of the client and determining the best way to address those objectives.
One participant wrote:
The role of musical authenticity depends largely on the goal for me. If the client’s
extra musical associations to the song are at play (emotional, preference), then
authenticity is more important. On the other hand, if the music is providing a
structural pattern, authenticity may not be prioritized or elements may be stripped
away to provide clearer musical structures (e.g., simple accompaniment of a
preferred song to enhance speech articulation).
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Another participant noted specific examples in which musical authenticity is and is not
important:
An unrecognizable version of a song may not stimulate memory in senior adults.
But, my 5-year olds hearing songs about academic concepts may not be impacted
by authenticity in the same way as clients with goals related to memory
stimulation and emotional processing.
A related consideration was the individual client’s preferences and the client’s
value of musical authenticity as a determining factor for how authentic the music needed
to be. Participants found that the emphasis on musical authenticity depends on the
clients’ values:
I have found that the importance of musical authenticity varies with
clients/patients. Some are adamant that it be as close to the original as possible,
while others couldn’t care less and an approximation is perfectly acceptable. It’s
important to know your clients/patients and be able to provide to them what their
needs indicate.
In several cases, therapists noted that their personal authenticity and therapeutic
presence with the client took precedence over musical authenticity because of the
therapeutic relationship it fostered:
I’ve had some great outcomes in terms of establishing rapport by being
‘authentically honest’ about my inability to reproduce a preferred song or genre
with the instruments I am skilled on. In many cases, extended techniques can
yield satisfying approximations of sounds AND appreciation from the PT/client
for going beyond the standard expectations for that instrument. In short, I see
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preference as a starting point for dialogue and an [opportunity] for the clinician to
demonstrate their willingness (through their instrumental and vocal skills) to
reach out to make contact. The PT/client’s ‘reaching out’ to meet an imperfect
rendition of a song is a healthy sign of the basis for a therapeutic relationship, and
demonstration of motivation and engagement in tx [sic] process.
Another participant shared:
Although I believe authenticity is crucial in producing music that people can
connect with, I think there is also and interpersonal/rapport connection that can be
more important. People are willing to forgive not being authentic if they perceive
you to care about them.
Finally, several participants noted that the importance of music being live
outweighed the importance of musical authenticity. One wrote, “musical authenticity is
important, but there is a level of engagement that can only come from creating acoustic
versions of recorded songs.” Likewise, another shared, “I have found clients to be very
accepting of live music provided that definitely was lacking in authenticity; primarily
because it was live and they were able to add their own rhythms to create and enjoy.”
Inalterable barriers to musical authenticity. Although participants had the
opportunity in the main questionnaire to specify what barriers to musical authenticity
they had encountered in their practice, 37 participants discussed these and other barriers
further in the final survey question. The most common barrier was the limits of what one
person can feasibly reproduce since most music is produced with a multi-person band,
especially specific genres like big band and doowop. One participant wrote:
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The biggest problems I face are not having the equipment I need to make songs
authentic, and also the need for another musician to play along with me to create
authentic sounds in certain genres. I feel like some songs are just not possible for
one person to do.
The next most common barrier mentioned was time, with music therapists
reporting that they do not have enough time to learn new skills and keep up with new
music as it arises. One participant wrote:
It’s tough to keep up with all of our client’s musical preferences and keep our
music current. I am constantly learning and practicing. Sometimes I truthfully
don’t have the time to learn a preferred piece for a client as they occasionally lay
outside of my current skill area and require more practice than I have time for. It’s
an unfortunate reality I imagine for many therapists.
Several music therapists mentioned that it was difficult for just one music
therapist to be able to provide authentic, live music for all of his or her clients simply
because there is so much music, so much variety, and so much evolution in what is
popular music. One participant argued that, “NO one music therapist is going to meet the
authentic music preferences of all possible clients.” Another participant pointed out that,
“Music evolves. A song might be covered and suddenly change genres...that song might
then develop an authenticity in the new sound/genre in addition to the one it had before.”
Facility restrictions were another barrier music therapists faced, most commonly
that electronic technology was not allowed in their facilities. For example, one music
therapist explained:
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I have limited access to instruments and especially electronic instruments due to
the maximum security setting of my facility. I am not allowed to use computers,
iPads, electric instruments, etc. in groups. I recently received my music
production station and that is the extent of electronic sounds I can utilize.
Issues in training and curricula. Comments related to training and curricula
indicated that music therapists value musical authenticity and desire more training. The
primary suggestion music therapists had for clinical training was that an increased variety
of styles and genres be taught as well as a larger variety of instruments and musical skills.
One participant suggested, “specifically with heavy metal, rap, R&B, EDM, and punk,
we need to be taught how to replicate these genres for our patients and clients.” Another
participant wrote:
I wish this was a consideration of more music therapists! More courses on
advanced guitar techniques to know HOW to authentically recreate styles, for
example, so there is not a set of stereotypical ‘music therapy strums.’ This topic is
also hard, though, because of the needs of certain populations & the diversity
required per setting. Knowing how to simplify is also important!
Music therapists also desired increased training in technology with one participant
writing, “We NEED electronic training in school! It is essential nowadays, there are
certain things that electronics do to affect our bodies that I just can’t do as much on my
own.” One participant specifically noted the increased need for technology training
based on changes in modern music:
Technology has advanced so quickly, it is difficult to learn all that is needed, even
for an advanced and experienced music therapist. Also, the genres needed have
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changed in the past several years, so there is a need for more 70s, 80s music
replication, in addition to rap, requiring more training in synthesizer, Garage
Band, and other technology.
Finally, a few participants complained that music therapy education continued to
require an emphasis on classical training which took away from time that could be spent
on more relevant music therapy skills. One shared:
As a person who takes students I find it troubling that we as a profession are stuck
teaching western classical art music to such an extent that it neglects the music
that a student should know to actually treat a patient.
Another shared:
I believe that more emphasis on guitar and vocal lessons rather than other ‘main
instruments’ should be an option when in school. For example, I was accepted
into my school of music on violin. I would have much preferred not to take violin
lessons, and take guitar/vocal instead, but had to take violin all 4 years and
perform it for my senior recital. I had one semester of intro to guitar, then learned
the rest on my own. I don’t think there is an easy solution to this, and I know there
is a lot of value in teaching myself guitar and singing, I just believe those lesson
credits could have been better used not on the violin.
Research Question 2
What practices do music therapists use to increase musical authenticity
concerning instrument choice, strategies, electronic technology, and mediation?
Two main themes emerged regarding music therapists’ practices for increasing
musical authenticity: using recorded music and creative solutions and collaboration.
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Using recorded music. The use of recorded music was the most prominent
theme in participant comments. The most common reason music therapists reported using
recorded music was that clients often prefer to hear the original recording and that
providing the version they are most connected to has important therapeutic benefits. A
participant working in mental health explained, “It is IMPORTANT in mental health that
we are validating their experience and sometimes recorded music is the most authentic
way to do that.”
Another reason music therapists used recordings was because it was preferable to
provide the most authentic, original version of a song for the goal they were addressing,
for example to increase rapport, or to stimulate memory of older adults that is tied to a
particular artist’s rendition of a song. This participant provided a couple of examples:
Although I always feel live music is crucial to therapy, there are times when I
think a recording more effectively connects clients with specific memories,
particularly doowop (Oldies) which is so specific to several voices singing
harmony. Also, sometimes using a recording of a wedding song is very powerful,
and practical if it is a new referral and patient is at end of life.
Several participants also reported more generally that they use recordings to
increase authenticity when they do not have time to learn music authentically or would
not be capable of reproducing it at an acceptable standard of authenticity. One shared:
I think using recorded music gets a bad rap. It doesn’t have the same initial
possibilities for connection, but in songs with complex textures or other elements
that are important to the client, I believe that trying to emulate it is less effective
than listening to the original.
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Another shared:
I think it’s important to provide the music requested by the client, even if that
means listening to the recording. I’ve had experiences where the therapeutic
discussion that came from listening to the song was very important and helpful,
and that opportunity would have been missed if I’d just declined to play the song
and moved on to something that I was able to play instead.
Creative solutions and collaboration. Finally, 23 music therapists shared their
solutions to approximating musical authenticity including many who collaborated with
clients to arrive at a version that was agreeable to both parties. For example, one
participant wrote that, “decisions about instrumentation are made collaboratively with
clients, integrating the skills of the client(s), staff, and myself with the available
equipment.” A second participant also noted the value of collaborating with the client,
writing:
I’ve found it useful to brainstorm with the client on how to best achieve a
satisfactory version of their preferred song. Usually we come up with something
entirely new and the client seems to take even more ownership over the song in
these cases.
Other strategies included using karaoke versions, focusing on reproducing one
particular musical element in the song such as rhythm, melody, or structure, or using nontraditional vocal and guitar techniques. As one participant wrote, “I often use instruments
in non-traditional ways i.e. slapping the guitar, sliding up and down the strings, using my
voice to imitate trumpet noises, whistle etc.”
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Other Themes
During open coding, two other notable themes emerged that were not related to
the research questions: other types of authenticity and situations when recorded music is
preferable to live.
Other types of authenticity. Twenty-three participants made comments related
to aspects of authenticity in music or in music therapy that were not part of the
operational definition of musical authenticity for this study. Several participants saw the
definition as too limited or argued that other types of authenticity were more important.
For example, a participant wrote:
I am uneasy with this survey as musical authenticity, to me, is about the
authenticity of a music therapists’ musical contribution to the therapeutic process.
I believe that the therapist’s musical authenticity is more important to the
therapeutic process than the authenticity to the genre.
Participants named other types of authenticity that they felt deserved to be
considered, including personal authenticity and being true to your values, cultural
authenticity, and spiritual or religious authenticity, as well as issues related to the
intersection of identity with authenticity including race, gender, and sexuality. These
participants named some of these other issues related to authenticity in music. One
shared:
I feel like there are important areas that were left out, for example one issue of
authenticity pertains to language and whether someone feels comfortable not only
singing in that language but do they feel that they understand cultural implications
of the lyrics, metaphors in the lyrics, or other cultural and linguistic issues that
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could impact client outcomes. Another issue is when spirituality, religion, or
strong personal values are contradicted by values expressed in the music.
Another wrote:
I think the world authenticity is a little problematic and doesn’t capture all of the
ways we can be ‘authentic’ in a session: for example, race comes into play,
gender and sexuality, in addition to culture and economic status. Can any therapist
who does not belong to the social/racial/sexual/economic group of the musical
artist ever perform the song authentically?
When recordings are preferable to live. Finally, while the survey was based
upon the assumption that live music was the ideal way to provide music for music
therapy interventions, 19 participants emphasized that regardless of authenticity,
sometimes recorded music is a better option than live music based on the goals being
addressed. Some examples included movement activities during which the therapist must
provide a model, interventions requiring hand over hand assistance, memory stimulation
for older adults, and music-based discussions. These participants provided some specific
examples. One wrote:
While live music is preferred for therapy in most settings, recorded music does
have value in some. When working with profound disabilities in my school, I find
recorded music is much easier, because I am then allowed freedom to move from
student to student and physically help with movement, instruments, props, etc.
With a guitar as a barrier between us, the therapy is not nearly as effective...just
something to consider.
Another wrote:
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I have found that in some cases using recorded music was effective in reaching
MT goals. Sometimes I will listen to recorded songs with patients and sing along
together or just allow them to listen and relax (I work mostly in hospice). Using
recorded music has also allowed for discussion about genres, artists, reminiscing,
etc. While I am a strong advocate for live music I often think that recorded music
is underused in some MT practices and the value of using it is rarely taught.
Summary of Qualitative Results
The qualitative analysis revealed several nuances in music therapists’ perceptions
and practices that were not captured in the quantitative portion of the study. One theme in
the participants’ comments revealed complexity in the valuation of musical authenticity
and the need to balance this type of authenticity with other factors that may be more
important. Other comments indicated that even when musical authenticity was highly
valued, music therapists face barriers to achieving it. One major theme related to these
barriers was the desire for increased or updated training in functional skills to increase
their ability to achieve musical authenticity while another major theme encompassed
inalterable barriers that may have no solutions, regardless of training, such as gender or
facility restrictions. Themes related to the provision of music indicated that music
therapists are devising creative solutions and collaborating with clients to providing
difficult music authentically and are also using recorded music to great effect. The
efficacy of recorded music over live music, regardless of authenticity, made up a major
theme unrelated to the research questions, revealing that music therapists not only use
recorded music because it is more authentic, but also because it is sometimes more
therapeutically appropriate. Finally, another major theme unrelated to the research
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questions was the mention of other forms of authenticity besides musical authenticity in
which participants emphasized that they consider a lot more than technical provision of
music provision when they deal with the concept of authenticity in music. Overall, the
qualitative analysis showed that musical authenticity in music therapy is a complex topic
to which music therapists face barriers but also have a number of solutions.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
Research Question 1
What are music therapists' perceptions regarding the importance of musical authenticity
and the barriers to musical authenticity in music therapy practice?
Importance of Musical Authenticity
The majority (61.4%) of music therapists rated musical authenticity as very
important (46.7%) or absolutely essential (14.7%). The value that music therapists put on
musical authenticity as reported in this study is not reflected in the published body of
research, given that only one study could be found directly addressing musical
authenticity in music therapy practice (Yehuda, 2013). However, participants’ ratings of
musical authenticity need to be interpreted with caution, since the qualitative analysis
revealed that many factors go into deciding how important musical authenticity is
depending on the situation. Therefore, a single Likert-type item regarding the importance
of musical authenticity does not capture the complexity of this issue in music therapy
practice.
In the qualitative analysis, one main theme was that music therapists balance the
importance of musical authenticity with various situational factors including the client’s
preferences, the importance of emphasizing the therapeutic relationship, the benefits of
music being live, and, most frequently reported, the goals being addressed. Based on
goals, there are many situations in which music therapists need to be able to manipulate
different elements of the music in order to affect change in client behavior, whether that
be manipulating beat and intensity to encourage physical movement or manipulating
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tempo and complexity to alter arousal and activity level. This manipulation of musical
elements necessarily compromises textual authenticity because musical elements are
purposefully altered from the original, and it likely compromises authenticity markers
related to the use of technology, since live music may be more easily manipulated by the
music therapist in the moment than music created by certain electronic devices. This
balance between manipulating music to meet client goals while maintaining authenticity
is reflected in the research in multicultural music education in which teachers grapple
with presenting music of other cultures in a way that both provides a meaningful learning
experience for students and maintains cultural integrity (Koops, 2012).
The qualitative results of this study show that music therapists are already dealing
with balancing client goals with concerns for authenticity by making decisions
resembling the concept of “strategic inauthenticity,” as advocated by Schippers (2006) in
music education, and that they are recontextualizing music based on what is relevant and
feasible in the current situation. When recontextualizing multicultural music for use in
the classroom, Schippers (2006) recommended that music educators ask themselves what
is relevant there/then, what is relevant here/now, what is feasible (in practical terms), and
what can/should be added. Although a similar guideline does not exist for music therapy
practice as it does for music education, the results of this study show that music therapists
are also making decisions about musical authenticity based on what is relevant and what
is feasible.
Barriers
Few music therapists (13.9%) reported that they had not encountered barriers to
musical authenticity. Of those who specified which barriers they had encountered, a
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majority noted both unfamiliarity with genre (66.5%) and limits of musical skills on
voice, piano, acoustic guitar, and percussion (VPGP) (65.6%) as barriers to musical
authenticity. These barriers may indicate that music therapists are not receiving adequate
training in the skills they need to be able to “develop and maintain a repertoire of music
for age, culture, and stylistic differences,” (AMTA, 2013, para. 13.12). In fact, the need
for changes in training and curricula, including more training in functional music skills,
was a major theme that arose during the qualitative analysis. Music therapists wrote that
they needed training on a larger variety of music genres, musical instruments, and
musical skills and less emphasis on classical music training. These concerns are
consistent with previous research on music therapy education in which music therapy
educators reported that they do not have enough time to address functional music skills or
non-art music skills that are integral to real world music therapy practice (Ferrer, 2012;
Groene & Pembrook, 2000; Hadley & Norris, 2016).
The third and fourth largest barriers reported were lack of access to electronic
technology and instruments (43.3%) and the lack of knowledge of electronic technology
and instruments (35.8%). Lack of access to electronic technology was one of the
inalterable barriers that made up one major theme in the qualitative analysis, particularly
with regard to facility restriction. The barrier of lack of knowledge of electronic
technology and instruments is consistent with the research on electronic technology in
music therapy in which music therapists generally reported a lack of relevant or sufficient
training in electronic technology and researchers found little consistency across training
programs (Cevasco, 2011; Clements-Cortes, 2013; Hahna, Hadley, Miller, &
Bonaventura, 2012; Magee & Burland, 2008).
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Genres
When participants in this study were asked about which American popular genres
were difficult to reproduce authentically, three genres ranked far above the rest: hiphop/rap (75.6%), electronic/dance (73.1%), and metal (60.8%). One reason could be that
these three genres rely on skills that music therapists are lacking, specifically, the use of
electronic technology and skills outside of the traditional uses of VPGP. This would not
only be consistent with the barriers music therapists reported in the survey, but would
also be consistent with the music therapy literature that shows that music therapists
receive insufficient training in technology (Clements-Cortes, 2013; Hahna, Hadley,
Miller, & Bonaventura, 2012; Magee & Burland, 2008) and that music therapy educators
have insufficient time in the music therapy curriculum to train students on higher level
functional musical skills (Ferrer, 2012; Groene & Pembrook, 2000; Hadley & Norris,
2016).
Difficulty with hip-hop/rap, electronic/dance, and metal could also be because
music therapists do not receive training on these specific genres, which is particularly
problematic because they are among the most popular. Nielson reported that the top six
genres in 2017 were R&B/hip-hop, rock, pop, country, Latin, and electronic/dance.
Currently, however, the ATMA (2013) competencies specify that students should have a
repertoire of “traditional, folk, and popular songs,” (para. 4.1.3). It is possible that
“popular” here is intended to mean any music that is currently popular; however, it could
also be interpreted as “pop music, and therefore students could be deemed competent
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without ever learning to provide hip-hop, rap, electronic/dance, or metal music, not to
mention country and Latin.
Another explanation for the high response rate for hip-hop/rap could be that HipHop, as a culture, has its roots in oppressed and neglected, predominately black
neighborhoods while music therapists are predominately white (AMTA, 2017b; Viega,
2016). While this consideration is outside of the operational definition of musical
authenticity for this survey, it is sometimes impossible to separate musical authenticity
from personal authenticity and the issue of cultural appropriation. Several participants
wrote about this in their comments. One participant specifically wrote:
I felt like there was not enough context about Hip Hop. I.e. that most music
therapists are white and therefore there is a racial / cultural barrier to the
authenticity of white MTs working with Hip Hop. Intersections of identity greatly
impact our musical authenticity.
This interaction of cultural authenticity with musical authenticity is well documented in
music education and performance literature in which teachers and musicians struggle
with balancing historical or contextual accuracy with personal authenticity and
expression and likely affected music therapist’s responses (Fetterley, 2007; Koops, 2010;
Palmer, 1992; Schippers, 2006; Yehuda, 2013).
Research Question 2
What practices do music therapists use to increase musical authenticity concerning
instrument choice, strategies, electronic technology, and mediation?
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Instrument Choice and Strategies
A majority of participants (82.4%) reported that they had provided a song with
elements that were difficult to reproduce authentically using only VPGP. Of those who
specified how they did it, most therapists indicated that they had approximated difficult
elements while using VPGP (57.3%) and/or left out difficult elements while using VPGP
(53.7%), followed by 34.5% of therapists who had played an instrument along with the
recording. The tendency to use these strategies over incorporating electronic technology
or other techniques appear to demonstrate a preference for using non-electronic strategies
even when musical authenticity is compromised. This may be due to the need to
manipulate music to address client goals, which the qualitative analysis revealed was a
major factor in determining the importance of musical authenticity.
Many (n = 379, 41.9%) respondents specified non-electronic instruments besides
VPGP that had been used to increase musical authenticity. Ukulele was by far the most
common instrument reported (n = 245, 64.6%) followed by kazoo (n = 101, 26.6%).
Relatively few participants indicated use of woodwinds (n = 89), orchestral strings (n =
66), or brass instruments (n =27).
By far, the most commonly used non-electronic strategy was singing instrumental
interludes/solos (n = 283, 71.3%). Fewer participants, between 120–137 (31.0%–34.5%)
indicated use of the remaining strategies (advanced vocal techniques, distorting your
voice, beatboxing, playing more than one instrument at a time, and advance guitar
techniques), perhaps because each of these remaining strategies could require additional
specialized training.
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Electronic Technology
A minority of respondents (39.5%) indicated they had used electronic
technology/instruments (besides iPad) to increase musical authenticity. This relatively
low percentage could be due to a lack of sufficient training in technology which is
reported in the literature (Clements-Cortes, 2013; Hahna, Hadley, Miller, & Bonaventura,
2012; Magee & Burland, 2008). Another factor influencing the number of music
therapists who had used electronic technology could be gender. The majority of male
participants (64.0%) actually answered “yes,” they had used electronic technology to
increase musical authenticity while only 36.5% of female participants answered “yes” to
the same question, which brought the overall average down into the 30s since the
participants were 86.4% female and only 12.4% male. It may be that the issue of
electronic technology competency is primarily a gender-related concern that is affecting
the field of music therapy because of a gender disparity in the music therapy workforce in
favor of women. This would be consistent with the survey conducted by Hahna and
colleagues (2012) that showed significantly more male music therapists had used
electronic technology, as well as the literature on women in technology in general (Born
& Devine, 2015; Friedlander, 2016; Gadir, 2016; National Science Board, 2018
On the other hand, in this survey, the researcher specifically asked about the use
of technology to increase musical authenticity which is not representative of the use of
electronic technology overall. For example, as Hahna and colleagues (2012), reported
that 71% of music therapists had used electronic technology, which is much larger than
the 39.5% found in the current study. However, Hahna and colleagues (2012) and other
researchers studying technology in music therapy (Clements-Cortes, 2013; Crowe, 2004;
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Magee & Burland, 2008) defined the use of technology more broadly and reported the
most frequent use of technology to be with clients with developmental and physical
disabilities. If collegiate level and continuing music therapy education reflects what is
emphasized in music therapy literature, it is likely that electronic music technology
training for music therapists is dominated by an emphasis on adaptive music technologies
for individuals with disabilities, leaving music therapists less prepared to use music
technology to create music themselves or with higher functioning clients.
Almost half of participants (49.8%) had used the iPad to increase musical
authenticity, just over 10% more than had used other electronic instruments and
technology (39.5%). That more music therapists had used iPad than other technology is
consistent with Knight’s (2013) article that spoke to the increasing use of the iPad and
iPad apps in music therapy for recreating, improvising, and composing music as well as
providing receptive music. The increased use of iPad may also be a result of its size and
prevalence, since music therapists in the current study and previous studies reported that
issues of portability and access to electronic technology and instruments has been a
significant barrier to technology use in the clinical setting (Clements-Cortes, 2013;
Magee & Burland, 2008).
Mediation
A majority of participants (79.0%) responded that they had at some point decided
not to provide a live version of a client-preferred song. When asked why, a large portion
(56.1%) indicated the reason was a lack of skills on VPGP. As mentioned previously,
reports of insufficient skills are consistent with research literature on music therapy
education which indicates that music therapy educators do not have enough time to
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address functional musical skills during collegiate education (Ferrer, 2012; Groene &
Pembrook), as well as the qualitative analysis in which a major theme was related to
issues in training and curricula.
When indicating strategies other than providing a live version of a client-preferred
song, both the quantitative and qualitative results of this study suggest that recorded
music is being widely used and often to great effect. When asked to specify what music
therapists did instead of providing a live version, a large percentage (93.7%) had used
recorded music while, less than half of that reported learning a different song by the same
artist (40.8%) or a different song in the same genre (40.7%). These results indicate a
clear preference for using recorded music over other strategies. This preference, in some
cases, would seem to be related to client preferences since 66.3% of respondents
indicated that their reason for not providing a live version was that the client preferred the
recorded version. The qualitative analysis similarly revealed that music therapists often
use recorded music because that is what the client prefers or has an emotional connection
to. One participant reported that “many of [their] adolescent patients become fixated on
the original recording after listening to it repeatedly, and refuse to hear a live version of
the song due to strong preference for a specific recording.”
Two other participants pointed out specific issues with using strategies that lead to
providing something other than the song the client requested, such as using a different
song by the same artist. One participant wrote:
I think it’s important to provide the music requested by the client, even if that
means listening to the recording. I’ve had experiences where the therapeutic
discussion that came from listening to the song was very important and helpful,
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and that opportunity would have been missed if I’d just declined to play the song
and moved on to something that I was able to play instead.
Another participant wrote, “It is IMPORTANT in mental health that we are validating
their experience and sometimes recorded music is the most authentic way to do that.”
These responses support the benefit of recorded music over live in some situations,
despite the research that generally advises music therapists to use live music when
possible.
The qualitative analysis revealed that another potential reason such a large
number of music therapists reported using recorded music instead of other strategies to
increase musical authenticity was because the goals they were addressing were related to
a particular rendition. For example, in memory care, clients may only respond to the
original recording or perceive a particular rendition of a song as being connected with
their memories. Similarly, in reminiscence, clients may respond best to the recording,
and would then be able to talk to the music therapist as they remember things.
Another factor contributing to high numbers of music therapists who use recorded
music could be the intersection of demographic variables such as race, ethnicity,
socioeconomic class, and religion with musical authenticity, which in everyday practice
cannot truly be separated into distinct categories of authenticity. Music therapists may
have deemed it inappropriate to provide certain types of client-preferred music for fear of
being offensive or appearing to disrespect the music or culture of the client. While this
type of authenticity was not the focus of the current survey, concerns about other types of
authenticity, like spiritual and cultural authenticity, were a major theme in the qualitative
analysis, and it is impossible to know exactly what music therapists were thinking when
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68.4% stated that their reason for not providing a live version what that it “would not be
authentic enough.”
Research Question 3
What are trends in music therapists' practices regarding musical authenticity in music
therapy practice related to age and gender identity?
Three relationships were found to be significant when considering practices
regarding musical authenticity related to age and gender.
Age and Use of Technology
Regarding age and the use of electronics, the proportion of music therapists 30
years old and older who had used electronic instruments and technology (besides iPad)
(43.6%) was significantly larger compared to the proportion of those under 30 years old
who had used electronic instruments and technology (besides iPad) (35.3%), though with
a small effect size (Cramer’s V=.083, p < .05). When considering age and iPad, the
significance was reversed; the proportion of those under 30 who had used iPad (56.5%)
was significantly larger than the proportion of those 30 years old and older who had used
iPad (48.9%) (Cramer’s V = .073, p < .05). Although the researcher’s original hypothesis
was that those under 30 would have used more electronics in both categories than those
30 and older, these results do fit with research on electronic technology and the use of
iPad in music therapy. For example, 61% of music therapists in the survey conducted by
Hahna and colleagues (2012) reported that they were self-taught in the use of electronic
technology, 51% had utilized their peers to gain knowledge in electronic technology, and
approximately 46% reported learning from music therapy conferences. Only
approximately 33% reported learning about technology in the university setting. In the
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case of the present study, one explanation for the fact that a larger proportion of older
music therapists had used electronic technology could be that they have had more time to
engage in self-teaching, have more peer resources to draw from, and have attended more
conferences than younger music therapists who are just out of school and, statistically
speaking, are unlikely to have learned about electronic technology in the university
setting.
Another explanation for the discrepancy could be that younger music therapists
are simply using the iPad more, as supported by the significant results of this survey, and
therefore have less need for other electronic instruments and technology. As previously
reported by Knight’s (2013), the iPad has seen notable growth as an easily portable
therapeutic tool within music therapy and the possibilities available through new
development of musical applications are a clear rival to traditional electronic instruments
and technology.
Gender and Use of Technology
There was also a significant relationship between gender and the use of electronic
instruments and technology, with a significantly larger proportion of males having used
electronic technology (n = 71, 64.0%) than females (n = 274, 36.5%) (Cramer’s V = .188,
p < .001). This relationship is consistent with the results of the study conducted by
Hahna and colleagues (2012) that also found that a significantly larger portion of male
music therapists had used electronic technology compared to female music therapists.
This difference also reflects literature on gender disparities in favor of male involvement
in electronic engineering, collegiate education in electronic music technology, electronic
dance festival culture, and DJ culture (Born & Devine, 2015; Friedlander, 2016; Gadir,
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2016; National Science Board, 2018). Another potential reason for the lower proportion
of women using electronic technology could be a lack of female role models in the
electronic music industry since the literature revealed that women are underrepresented
and sometimes discriminated against in electronic music and DJ cultures (Friedlander,
2016; Gadir, 2016).
Limitations
The current study had several potential limitations. First, while the number of
completed surveys was relatively high (n = 904), the response rate as a percentage of all
total eligible participants was low (12.0%). Because of the low response rate, it is
necessary to take caution when generalizing the results to all music therapists; however,
based on a comparison of demographic variable percentages found in the 2017 ATMA
Workforce Survey, the researcher is reasonably confident that the participants in this
survey were representative of the broader population of music therapists in AMTA.
Table 14
Demographics of Current Study Versus AMTA Workforce
Demographic Variable
Under 30
Female
White

Current Survey
37.6%
86.4%
89.0%

AMTA Workforce Survey 2017
38.8%
88.1%
87.4%

Additionally, it is possible that upon reading the survey title some email recipients
decided not to take the survey because they do not value musical authenticity, which
would skew the results towards a higher average valuation of musical authenticity and
related practices.
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The researcher also acknowledges that some survey questions and response
options were lengthy, which may have caused participants to skim the responses rather
than read them completely. This lack of clarity is evidenced in several questions in
which participants selected “other” and then wrote in answers that were already listed as
options, as well as a discrepancy between the number of participants who reported using
non-electronic instruments in question twelve (n = 93) compared to in question thirteen
(n = 348).
Other issues with survey construction include the use of terminology that was too
broad or ill-defined when referring to instruments. For example, “percussion” was
included in “VPGP” in question 13 which read: “have you ever used non-electronic
musical instruments other than VPGP to provide client-preferred music that would be
difficult to reproduce authentically using only those four instruments?” Some
participants seemed to interpret percussion more narrowly and wrote in instruments that
could have classified as percussion, including drums, Orff instruments, chimes, gongs,
boomwhackers, and others. Perhaps these participants understood “percussion” to refer
to only the instruments they were taught in school and decided to write in less common or
less traditional and non-western percussion instruments. On the other hand, others may
have defined percussion more broadly to include some of these non-traditional
instruments. In this case, these participants would be more likely to respond that they
had not used other non-electronic instruments besides VPGP and would not have
specified non-traditional percussion instruments which could be of interest in this study.
This lack of clarity may have also affected the responses for other questions that asked
about the use of percussion.
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Another limitation related to terminology was the term “musical authenticity.”
Because authenticity is such a broad topic, it was not possible to cover all aspects in a
single survey study. Based on existing literature and the lack of literature on authenticity
in music therapy, the researcher purposefully limited the scope of this survey to “musical
authenticity,” defined for this study as the degree to which music therapists provide
music that conforms to the expectations of musical elements (e.g., style, melody,
harmony, rhythm, texture, timbre, instrumentation) within a given genre or song, adapted
from Fetterley (2007). Although this definition was displayed at the top of each survey
page, the researcher did not make it clear that other aspects of musical authenticity were
purposefully excluded, and some participants left comments expressing their perception
of the definition as inadequate or incomplete. It is possible that some participants did not
agree with the researcher’s definition of authenticity because they did not realize it was
purposefully limited. This misunderstanding may have led them to answer questions
differently than intended by the researcher. For example, one participant wrote:
I think your terminology of ’Musical Authenticity’ is problematic and you might
find a better term. Upon beginning this study, I thought that authenticity would
refer to the therapist’s ability to connect within the therapeutic relationship, which
I guess you tangentially touch upon, but this study appears to be more about the
therapist’s musical skills to replicate the music technically.
It is also possible that the limited definition may have led some participants to
discontinue the survey because they felt so strongly that important aspects of musical
authenticity were being excluded.
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Similarly, the scope of musical genres was purposefully limited to popular genres
in the United States because of a lack of research in this area, however, this choice and
the reason for it was not made clear to participants. This omission led twenty-one
participants to select “other” and write in genres classified by the researcher as nonwestern cultural music. Additionally, one participant noted that “classifying all Latin
music as one genre indicated bias,” and another stated “This list is limited to anglo
European-American culture.” It is possible that other participants had negative reactions
to the list of genres and discontinued the survey.
Suggestions for Future Research
This study was designed to collect baseline information about music therapists’
perceptions and practices regarding musical authenticity. As mentioned previously,
many respondents commented that the definition of musical authenticity used in this
survey was not perceived as adequate. Although the definition was purposefully
narrowed for this study, future research ought to address other issues of music
authenticity in music therapy since the current body of research is very limited. It would
be interesting to explore how gender, race, ethnicity, class, religion, and sexuality, which
are issues of subject position authenticity, are perceived as interacting with textual
musical authenticity as defined in this study.
Additionally, music therapists ought to consider issues of cultural appropriation
within American culture and popular genres as seriously as they have within non-western
music. AMTA competencies suggest that music therapists should be able to provide
music for a diverse clientele, but there does not appear to have been an adequate
discussion about whether sometimes it is inappropriate for a therapist to use certain types
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of music, even if they are client-preferred genres or songs, because of the position of the
therapist. For example, hip-hop and rap, genres that are rapidly increasing in popularity,
are intimately tied to black culture and a struggle against oppression by white people
while music therapists are 87.4% white (AMTA, 2017; Viega, 2016). Though Viega
(2016) suggested that if music therapists become proficient in at least one Hip-Hop skill,
like beat boxing or deejayin’, that they will be able to use the style authentically, future
researchers may want to investigate if it is truly possible for white music therapists to
provide authentic musical experiences within these genres while avoiding cultural
insensitivity or appropriation.
It would also be interesting to develop a decision-making model for learning and
using music authentically with clients. Although the quantitative results showed that
music therapists do highly value musical authenticity and are using a variety of electronic
and non-electronic instruments and strategies to provide live music authentically, major
themes in the qualitative analysis revealed that the importance of providing music
authentically and the importance of providing a live version at all depends on the
situation. Identifying a decision-making process that therapists go through when
choosing what instruments, equipment, and strategies to use to provide music for clients
could be a valuable teaching tool and resource for students and practicing music
therapists. Such a decision-making process could be modeled after Schipper’s (2006)
procedure for recontextualizing music in a music education setting, which provides a
guideline for music educators to practice “strategic inauthenticity,” in which authenticity
to the original is maintained as much as possible while providing a meaningful
experience for students, or in the case of music therapy, for clients.
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This survey focused on the use of live music based on Standley’s (2000) metaanalysis demonstrating that live music was more effective than recorded. However, in
the eighteen years since that meta-analysis, the landscape of popular music has changed
drastically, and music therapists are serving a more diverse clientele with a more diverse
range of musical interests. Although studies in the last decade have also found
significantly better results for live music compared to recorded music, these studies used
the genres of big band, blues, jazz, hymns, classical, country western, oldies, showtunes,
(Bowden, 2016; Cochrane, 2011), and lullabies (Garunkstiene, Buinauskine, Uloziene, &
Markuniene, 2014). Future researchers ought to reevaluate whether live music is more
effective in music therapy than recorded music when using modern genres like hip-hop,
rap, and electronic or electronic dance music, or even genres that have been in the
mainstream for longer like rock, R&B, and pop. The musical landscape is too broad to
continue proliferating the blanket statement that live music is inherently more effective
than recorded music when in fact the research on this topic may not cover modern
practice.
Recorded music may also sometimes be more effective than live depending on the
specific therapeutic goals being addressed. Participants in this study wrote about a variety
of situations, such as memory care, movement, and rapport building, in which recorded
music was more therapeutically appropriate than live music. It would behoove music
therapists to conduct research exploring occasions in which recorded music is more
appropriate or more effective than live music so that practitioners can utilize this valuable
resource with empirical research to back up their practice.
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Finally, an important finding from this study was the lack of use of electronic
technology, which is supported by research indicating that music therapists feel that they
receive inadequate training in this area (Clements-Cortes, 2013; Hahna, Hadley, Miller,
& Bonaventura, 2012; Magee & Burland, 2008), as well as evidence that women are
disproportionately under educated in technology (Born & Devine, 2015; Friedlander,
2016; Gadir, 2016, Hahna, Hadley, Miller, & Bonaventura, 2012; National Science
Board, 2018). What was not found in the literature was a clear depiction of what
electronic technologies are currently being taught in music therapy education programs.
To determine ways of improving technology competency in the field of music therapy,
future researchers ought to first establish a baseline of what is currently being taught in
music therapy education programs and what is currently available as continuing
education for practicing music therapists.
Implications for Education and Clinical Practice
Of music therapists who encountered barriers to authenticity, the majority
reported the barriers of unfamiliarity with genre and limits of musical skills on voice,
piano, acoustic guitar, and percussion, the four instruments taught in music therapy
training programs. Since music therapy educators have reported that the existing NASM
and AMTA class and competency requirements do not allow the time to expand classes
on fundamental music skills and repertoire building (Ferrer, 2012; Groene & Pembrook,
2000), perhaps this is a problem that can be addressed through continuing education
courses on advanced musical skills or by providing continuing education credit for music
therapists who pursue private lessons on an instrument used for music therapy practice.
While the AMTA Advanced Competencies (AMTA, 2015) do specify that music
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therapists ought to be able to “7.8—utilize extensive and varied repertoire of popular,
folk, and traditional songs” and “7.9—apply advanced musical skills in the clinical use of
at least two of the following: keyboard, voice, guitar and/or percussion,” (p. 8), it would
be helpful to have written or online resources that define and demonstrate “advanced
musical skills” on each of these instruments so that therapists have a basis to pursue these
skills independently or as a resource for educators.
At the time of this study, the most commonly used electronic technology by far
was the iPad (n = 448, 49.8%), specifically the app GarageBand (n = 279, 69.8% of iPad
users), which is a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW). The next most common was
electric guitar (n = 106, 29.5% of electronics users), followed by keyboards and
synthesizers (n = 105, 29.2% of electronics users), and DAWs (n = 83, 23.1% of
electronics users), which included GarageBand, Abelton, Audacity, CuBase, FLStudio,
Fruity Loops, Logic, MixCraft, and Sonar. Music therapy educators may want to
evaluate what electronic technology is being taught to reflect the tools most frequently
being used. Similarly, providers of continuing education credits may want to take note of
what tools are most popular as a guideline for providing relevant training, particularly
with regard to DAWs. Finally, practicing music therapists might use this list of
commonly used technologies as a starting point for increasing their own competence in
electronic technology by seeking out training on tools that have proved to be useful to the
most music therapists first.
While it may have been assumed that younger people already know how to use
electronics and therefore do not require intensive training, the results of this study
indicated that the proportion of music therapists 30 and over using electronic technology
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was significantly higher than the proportion of those under 30. As mentioned previously,
this is consistent with what other studies have found in that music therapists are mostly
self-taught on technology and therefore older music therapists have had more time to
learn about it during their career. The AMTA competencies do require music therapy
students to demonstrate “use of current technologies in music therapy assessment,
treatment, evaluation, and termination,” but specific electronic technologies or
instruments are not mentioned (AMTA, 2014, para.10.6). Although electric guitar,
keyboard, and synthesizers may currently fall under the “but not limited to voice, piano,
guitar, and percussion” competency as outlined under Functional Musical Skills (AMTA,
2014, para. 4.1.1), there is no clear category in the AMTA competency document where
widely used technologies like the iPad and DAWs would fit, not to mention electric bass,
looping technology, drum machines, electric drum sets, pedals, grid and midi controllers,
and numerous other electronic technologies that are becoming integral to the music
therapy practice of so many (see Appendix E for the full list from this survey). Maybe it
is time to add a seventh section to the music foundations: “Electronic Music
Technologies” which would require students to demonstrate the ability to use electronic
music technologies such as tablet applications, digital audio workstations, and electronic
instruments for the purposes of both adapting music interventions for individuals with
disabilities as well as music creation and production. Crowe’s (2004) study also
supported a revision of the AMTA competencies to reflect current use of technology in
music therapy practice. Crowe suggested that a revised version of the competencies
would “serve as a guideline to educational programs and NASM as to the technology
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‘applicable to the area of specialization’” (p. 306) and increase consistency in technology
education across educational programs.
The gender gap in the use of electronic technology is another an interesting issue
for the field of music therapy in which 88.1% of music therapists identified as female in
the 2017 AMTA Workforce Analysis. Because of the lack of female role models using
electronic music technology (Friedlander, 2016; Gadir, 2016) and the likelihood that
females entering music therapy programs have already experienced a disparity in
electronic education and technical training (Born & Devine, 2015), relying on female
music therapists to pick up competency in electronics on their own through self-teaching
may not be realistic. Music therapy programs could play an important role in bridging
the gender gap in electronic music technology competency through specific courses
devoted to music therapy related electronic technology.
Music therapists in this survey reported many ways of providing music with
musical authenticity, but also many barriers to authenticity and many examples of
situations in which it is not important, including times in which other aspects of
authenticity are more important. Music therapists might want to practice “strategic
inauthenticity,” when attempting to provide live music for clients and should consider all
aspects of authenticity, not just that of technical recreation as in the current study. While
there is not currently a guideline for this for music therapists, Schippers’ (2006) model
for recontextualization of music in music education could be adapted for the music
therapy setting to address strategic inauthenticity in music therapy.
Additionally, the qualitative analysis revealed a number of barriers to musical
authenticity that were categorized as inalterable, or barriers that are out of the therapist’s
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locus of control. These barriers included the fact that a music therapist is only one person
and cannot physically recreate the sounds of an entire band, the limits of time and the
perpetual evolution of music, the overwhelming quantity and diversity of music, facility
restrictions on what types of instruments and technology are allowed, and the effect of
gender on singing voice. These are not barriers that would easily be remediated through
additional training. Instead, they provide another rationale for music therapists’ adoption
of Schippers’ (2006) method of strategic inauthenticity, specifically by considering “what
is feasible” when selecting music if musical authenticity is deemed important in a given
situation. Schippers’ (2006) method was specifically developed for music educators
teaching multicultural music. While it could be adapted for use in music therapy, it
would be helpful to have similar guidelines that are specific to music therapy and that, in
conception, are inclusive of American popular genres as well. As this specific guideline
does not yet exist, the following section discusses ways that Schippers’ model could be
adapted for the music therapy setting.
In Schippers’ (2006) procedure, first the original context is considered. Were
music therapists to adopt this model, they might first consider more than the original
context, but also other markers of authenticity such as textual musical elements, the
technology used, the function of the music, and the subject position of the original
performer. Second, Schippers suggests asking “What is relevant there/then?” This could
be the step in which music therapists evaluate what markers of authenticity were most
relevant to the original context and consider their own subject position in relation to the
original especially as it relates to cultural appropriation and sensitivity. Third is the
question “What is relevant here/now?” In this step, music therapists could consider the
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client’s needs, goals, and values and consider what is important to the client as well as
what will be necessary for the music therapist to address the client’s goals in an
intervention. The client’s values related to authenticity will affect the way music is
provided. If the therapist cannot provide the music in a way that is acceptable to the
client while addressing client goals, it may be necessary find different music or change
intervention.
Fourth in Schippers’ procedure is the question “What is feasible?” In this step,
music therapists could consider the issues of musical authenticity that were central to the
current study. These issues would include barriers such as lack of skills and lack of
access to instruments and technology, as well as possible instruments, technology, and
strategies that could be incorporated to improve musical authenticity. Finally, Schippers
asks the question “What can/should be added?” For music therapists, this might indicate
the manipulation of music for addressing client goals. For example, music therapists
might add a tambourine part to encourage a client to engage in physical movement, or
incorporate flexibility of tempo to match and attempt to affect a patient’s heart rate.
Table 14 shows all five steps of Schippers’ (2006) and potential music therapy
adaptations of these steps. Following this series of questions may help music therapists
to maximize the level of authenticity they are providing for their clients by guiding them
to consider several markers of authenticity within a specific context and with a specific
client, rather than generalizing the importance of any one type of authenticity across the
board.
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Table 15
Music Therapy Adaptation of Schippers’ Model of Recontextualization
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Conclusion
In conclusion, music therapists reported that they value musical authenticity, but a
major theme in qualitative analysis revealed that they often balance the importance of
musical authenticity with other factors like the client’s goals or the need to emphasize
other types of authenticity. Major barriers to musical authenticity included a lack of
training in varied functional skills and genres and lack of access to, and knowledge of,
electronic technology. The qualitative analysis also revealed a number of inalterable
barriers such as the limits of what a single musician can physically do or the effects of
gender on the voice. When music therapists did provide live, client-preferred music, a
preference for the use of non-electronic strategies was revealed and a majority of
participants reported they had not used electronic technology or instruments to increase
musical authenticity in their practice. When music therapists were unable to provide a
live version of a client-preferred song, the preference for the use of recorded music was
evident in both the survey responses and as a major qualitative theme. These results
indicate that music therapists would benefit from increased training in electronic
technology and varied functional skills and genres, research on and guidelines for the use
of recorded music, music therapy specific research on the issue of authenticity in music,
and guidelines for overcoming barriers and addressing musical authenticity in music
therapy practice.
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Appendix A: Survey Cover Letter

Dear CBMT Member,
Study Overview
You are being invited to participate in a research study investigating music therapists’
perceptions and practices regarding musical authenticity when providing client-preferred
music. We hope to receive completed questionnaires from about 600 people, so your
answers are important to us. Your participation in this survey will help advance the field
of music therapy by providing a better understanding of music therapists’ experiences
related to musical authenticity and will provide a valuable resource for music therapists
who seek to increase their ability to meet client music preferences. This study is a
research project conducted by Nora Bryant, MT-BC, to fulfill her thesis requirements for
the music therapy master’s degree program at the University of Kentucky. You were
selected because you have opted to receive emails through the CBMT.
What will you be asked to do?
If you agree to participate, you will complete a brief survey about your perceptions of
musical authenticity, the barriers you face, and the techniques and instruments you use to
provide client-preferred music. The survey will take 5–10 minutes to complete. Your
participation, completion, and submission of this survey will indicate your consent to take
part in this research study. Participation is, of course, voluntary, and you are free to skip
any questions or discontinue the survey at any time. No potential risks are foreseen by
the researcher.
To ensure confidentiality, your responses to the survey are anonymous; the research team
will not know whether you participated or that any information you provided came from
you. Please be aware, while we make we make every effort to safeguard your data once
received on our servers via REDCap, given the nature of online surveys, as with anything
involving the internet, we can never guarantee the confidentiality of the data while still
on route to us.
If you have any questions about the study, please feel free to contact me or my faculty
advisor, Dr. Olivia Yinger, using the information provided below. If you have
complaints, suggestions, or questions about your rights as a research volunteer, contact
the staff in the University of Kentucky Office of Research Integrity at 859-257-9428 or
toll-free at 1-866-400-9428.
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Thank you in advance for your assistance with this important project. To ensure your
responses/opinions will be included, please submit your completed survey by June 6,
2018.
Sincerely,
Nora Bryant, MT-BC
Department of Music Therapy
University of Kentucky
nora.bryant2@uky.edu
Olivia Swedberg Yinger, PhD, MT-BC
Faculty Advisor for Thesis Research
Director and Associate Professor of Music Therapy
University of Kentucky
(859) 218-0997
olivia.yinger@uky.edu
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Appendix B: Survey
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Appendix C: IRB Exemption Certification
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Appendix D: CBMT Email Invoice
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Appendix E: iPad App Table

Used iPad to increase musical authenticity (n = 899)
Yes
No
Not Sure
Apps used (n = 400)
GarageBand
YouTube
Unspecified or can’t remember
LaunchPad
Spotify
Autorap
Beat Maker Go
Looper
Drum Pad, Drum Pads 24, Dubstep Drum Pad 24
Figure
ThumbJam
iTunes
Piano apps, PianoMaestro, The Piano
Beat maker apps, unspecified
Beatbox apps, Beatbox Pad, beatbox+
DrumJam
Instrument apps
Bloom
Drum Machine
Dubstep apps, dubpad,
Fruityloops
Guitar apps
Hip Hop Box
Keyboard apps
Morphwiz
Pandora
Percussion, percussion+
Remixlive
Sound Prism
Amazon music
Apple Music
Audacity
Autotune
Auxy
Beamz
Blocs Wave
DJ apps, djay
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n
448
422
29

%
49.8
46.9
3.2

279
41
21
19
15
8
8
8
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

69.8
10.3
5.3
4.8
3.8
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Apps used (n = 400)
Drum apps
Drum beats
Groove Maker
Guitar Tuner, Guitartuna
Hangdrum
iKaossilator
iMPC
Incredibox
iPod
Keezy drummer
Logic
Loopimal
Loopy
Madpad
Noise
Onsong
Pacemaker
Patient preferred apps
Recorded Music
Rock Band
Rockmate
Sound effects
Voice Recorder
4 chord
Ableton
AirJamz
Android
Anytune
AUMI
Baby DJ
Backing tracks
Beatwave
Bebot
CanTunes
Cassini
Cat Piano
Celtic Harp
DAW plug-ins
Dhun
Digital pan
DPM
Drum box apps
Drum loops
Drumkit

n
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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%
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Apps used (n = 400)
Drummer
EasyBeats
Electronic drumset
Electronic Instrument apps
Electronic Panflute
Epic Banjo
forScore
Frog band
Fun sounds
General
Harp apps
Hip-Hop Producer Pads
I Am T-Pain
Imashine
Izen
Jam mix
Jamstix
Jelly Band
Kalimba
Karaoke tracks
Latin Percussion apps
Magic piano
Magic Zither
Megaseg
Mini Keyboard
Mixer
Music composition software
Music Sparkle
Music streaming, unspecified
MusicMaker Jam
Neosoul
Picardy
Raja and ethnic instrument apps
Rap to Beats
Real Guitar
Real Ukulele
Recording app on iPad
Renzoku Drums
Shruti Box
Simple recording
Sing
SingFit
Sitar apps
Smart Guitar

n
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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%
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Apps used (n = 400)
Songify
Songster
Sound bored
Sound Pad
SoundCool
SoundForest
Stopbox
Sync
Synth apps
Tabla
Tap Drums
Tap pad
Tape
Theramin
Thicket
Toca Boca
Tone Bridge
Trackpad
Traktor
Triller
TunePad
VideoStar
Vidrhythm
Voice changing apps
Voice memos
Voloco
WeDrum
Wi orchestra
Wiki loops
Wub wub wub

n
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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%
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Appendix F: Qualitative Data
1. A constant practice. Due to time limits within medical populations, I may use
recordings or elements from person's preferred music within sessions
2. A lot of time I don't have access to the resources or skills, sometimes I will sing
electric guitar solos, but I only typically have guitar, voice and percussion
available to me, or I don't know a song. It's never a matter of personal preference.
3. A lot of times, it is the fact that myself and a client or more are the only ones
providing live instrumentation. For instance, if we had someone walking bass
lines during a jazz piece, it would be more authentic to the style.
4. accept your limitations, be culturally competent, include the clients so that it's
their music, not yours
5. Although I always feel live music is crucial to therapy, there are times when I
think a recording more effecitvely connects clients with specific memories,
particularly doowop (Oldies) which is so specific to several voices singing
harmony. Also, sometimes using a recording of a wedding song is very powerful,
and practical if it is a new referral and patient is at end of life.
6. Although I believe authenticity is crucial in producing music that people can
connect with, I think there is also and interpersonal/rapport connection that can be
more important. People are willing to forgive not being authentic if they perceive
you to care about them.
7. Am looking forward to reading/hearing the results of this survey...Thank you for
creating it!
8. As a person who takes students I find it troubling that we as a profession are stuck
teaching western classical art music to such an extent that it neglects the music
that a student should know to actually treat a patient
9. At times, using recordings to ensure authenticity is relevant....also frees up the
MT to assist client as necessary or add an augmentative voice/instrument part that
can enhance the overall interaction with client
10. authenticity is a very slippery term with a wide field of application. I look forward
to reading the results of your study.
11. Barriers to musical authenticity are higher in hospice care when the therapist is
under additional constraints of time and inability to carry all the needed
equipment into patients' homes.
12. Decisions about instrumentation are made collaboratively with clients, integrating
the skills of the client(s), staff, and myself with the available equipment
13. Elderly often are satisfied with VPGP. There is a place for being able to pull up
an original recording. Adolescents are most likely to listen to electronic music,
but the music experience can be altered to give them opportunity to make music
or be involved in creative music making that does not replicate authentic sound
but is acceptable
14. find that as long as you attempt, client will be happy
15. From my observation, music therapists spend too little time and energy adhering
to musical authenticity for the sake of ease.
16. Future trainings on electronic music/instruments would be helpful.
17. good topic
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18. great idea for research!
19. Great survey!
20. I also provide vibrational healing in sessions using the gong, singing bowls, etc.;
however, these meditation sessions are not related to client-preferred songs.
21. I also use the 'that doesn't sound like the recording' as a therapeutic moment about
personal creativity and self-expression.
22. I am a new music therapist in the field and have not thought a lot about this topic
but I do not think that musical authentencity is always important. I think it
depends on the clients you are working with and what their goals and objectives
are that can help determine if being musically authentic is important.
23. I am actually currently living in Hawaii, but have been more active in the New
England region for music therapy. In addition to the concept of musical
authenticity, the questions really made me think about some of the experiences I
was not able to answer through the multiple choice. Most of the residents I work
with right now at this geriatric facility had an interesting culture they grew up
with in Hawaii. Most do not recognize nearly 75% of the songs that was popular
during their times growing up, since they live away from the mainland. The music
they grew up with varied in numerous cultures in Hawaii, which included
Hawaiian, Japanese, and Filipino songs. I struggled immensely with finding the
authenticity of the songs to engage them in due to limited resources (as a
mainlander living there). There were several well-known local musicians whose
information and song selections were difficult to track down and find online. It
was also the fact that Hawaii didn't become a state officially until 1959, which
made contribute to why it was difficult to find some information. This is one of
my factors with recreating the musical authenticity.
24. I am not allowed to use an i-pad or computer in my groups, so I mostly use
recorded music or play keyboard, but can use different soun
25. I am uneasy with this survey as musical authenticity, to me, is about the
authenticity of a music therapists' musical contribution to the therapeutic process.
I believe that the therapist's musical authenticity is more important to the
therapeutic process than the authenticity to the genre.
26. I believe that more emphasis on guitar and vocal lessons rather than other 'main
instruments' should be an option when in school. For example, I was accepted into
my school of music on violin. I would have much preferred not to take violin
lessons, and take guitar/vocal instead, but had to take violin all 4 years and
perform it for my senior recital. I had one semester of intro to guitar, then learned
the rest on my own. I don't think there is an easy solution to this, and I know there
is a lot of value in teaching myself guitar and singing, I just believe those lesson
credits could have been better used not on the violin.
27. I do not believe that clients will hold a grudge if the music from their culture is
their preferred kind and you cannot reproduce it in a live venue. Most clients
appreciate the effort and the relationship more than the musical authenticity.
28. i do not use 'rap', apps are used in PP for young children if the music they prefer is
unfamiliar to me as ' environment', not as participatory
29. I don't think that cultural and spiritual authenticity are well represented in this
survey. Fetterly 2007 is weak on accuracy of defining authenticity. In some
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cultures mode of rhythm or harmony or inflection is what makes the music
authentic. Each culture has nuances of language and how there is an emphasis on
the placement of words that reinforces authenticity. Sometimes it's also good to
address not always having a skill to do something or always feeling that you
should do something, as much as it is to have the skill to recognize when it is not
wise. Respectfully, this is a study or a survey that has a lot of acknowledgment. In
my professional practice I would just share that there is a lack of true diversity in
music therapy, and our career will be stuck in the hands of rather self-sufficient
and wealthier upper-middle-class people who can afford a music education
followed by a collegiate music education and music therapy education. Often the
skills and talents of people far wiser than me are relegated to the shelf of limits
from poverty and the lack of developing opportunities related to the influence of
such circumstances. Authenticity is also a state of mind recognizing that you
cannot be authentic can be a wonderful therapeutic mode where you become
emplaced in a therapeutic relationship with the patient or client that both
empowers the client has a teacher, validates this layer of skills that they may have.
30. I feel as though I am quite limited in my workplace setting to access other types
of non-electronic devices or apps as there is very little provided in electronics. So
my default is to use the recorded version if I cannot reproduce it well.
31. I feel it is important to keep music live whenever possible. We have an increase
in technological relationships concurrent with a decrease in meaningful human
relationships.
32. I feel like as music therapists, we should strive to make excellent music with our
clients...it may not sound like the recording at all, which is the beauty of live
music...adaptation.
33. I feel like there are important areas that were left out, for example one issue of
authenticity pertains to language and whether someone feels comfortable not only
singing in that language but do they feel that they understand cultural implications
of the lyrics, metaphors in the lyrics, or other cultural and linguistic issues that
could impact client outcomes. Another issue is when spirituality, religion, or
strong personal values are contradicted by values expressed in the music. For
example I am an atheist and I do not fully understand some of the spiritual
implications of many hymns or religious songs that can be used in therapy, and I
have also discussed a situation with a previous supervisor in which she had a
client who was a Satanist and he actually had some music relating to his beliefs
that he wanted to use and my supervisor felt uncomfortable with this and had to
seek her own supervision/therapy in order to overcome this barrier to authenticity.
Maybe I am misunderstanding what you mean by authenticity but I feel like those
are examples of things that could be barriers or issues in regards to authenticity.
One other concern is that many of my clients who come from minority / nonwhite / non-Western cultures typically have their own perspective on the speed at
which their family assimilates. Some families definitely are interested in this and
so they actually are not looking for authentic music from their own culture and
rather want to expose their child to the culture they are being raised in (e.g.
American / Texas culture). Within a family different members may want to
assimilate to US / white culture in different rates and I saw this in my own family:
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my father did not want my siblings and I to speak Spanish, my mother did. I see
the same thing in many of my client's family when they have come from outside
the US. I handle this by 'making space' for my client to initiate involving musical,
linguistic, or cultural elements into the music but otherwise offer mainstream
American cultural and English language materials. This allows my
clients/families to experience/express their culture in a dynamic way, and instead
of being concerned with authenticity according to a specific genre I can be
authentic as a therapist and this has seemed to work for my current clients.
34. I feel receptive music therapy has a place in our field if the MT has strong clinical
skills.
35. I feel that I need more training in musical technology.
36. I felt like there was not enough context about Hip Hop. I.e. that most music
therapists are white and therefore there is a racial / cultural barrier to the
authenticity of white MTs working with Hip Hop. Intersections of identity greatly
impact our musical authenticity, and that was overlooked in this survey.
37. I find it most importance to find the essence of the song and represent it as
authentically as possible, not making it easier just for me
38. I find the lack of resources in my current job paired with limited time available to
work on client preferred music are the two biggest challenges I face.
39. I get the thesis of your project, but I've had some great outcomes in terms of
establishing rapport by being 'authentically honest' about my inability to
reproduce a preferred song or genre with the instruments Iam skilled on. In many
cases, extended techniques can yield satisfying approximations of sounds AND
appreciation from the PT/client for going beyond the standard expectations for
that instrument. In short, I see preference as a starting point for dialogue and an
oppy for theclinician to demonstrate their willingness (through their instrumental
and vocal skills) to reach out to make contact. The PT/client's 'reaching out' to
meet an imperfect rendition of a song is a healthy sign of the basis for a
therapeutic relationship, and demonstration of motivation and engagement in tx
process.
40. I have found clients to be very accepting of live music provided that definitely
was lacking in authenticity; primarily because it was live and they were able to
add their own rhythms to create and enjoy
41. I have found that in some cases using recorded music was effective in reaching
MT goals. Sometimes I will listen to recorded songs with patients and sing along
together or just allow them to listen and relax (I work mostly in hospice) Using
recorded music has also allowed for discussion about genres, artists, reminiscing,
ect. While I am a strong advocate for live music I often thing that recorded
music is underused in some MT practices and the value of using it is rarely taught.
42. I have found that the importance of musical authenticity varies with
clients/patients. Some are adamant that it be as close to the original as possible,
while others couldn't care less and an approximation is perfectly acceptable. It's
important to know your clients/patients and be able to provide to them what their
needs indicate. As much as I hate to admit it, sometimes the recording is more
effective than if I try to reproduce it.
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43. I have found that there's always a way to play a song without all of the original
instrumentation; as long as the chord structure, melody, and message/meaning of
the song stays the same, it's still effective - it just sounds like an 'unplugged' or
'acoustic' version of the song, and the clients still enjoy it/connect with it
44. I have limited access to instruments and especially electronic instruments due to
the maximum security setting of my facility. I am not allowed to use computers,
iPads, electric instruments, etc. in groups. I recently received my music
production station and that is the extent of electronic sounds I can utilize.
45. I have many patients who are from Mexico/Latin America. Difficult to pull off
singing in Spanish with authenticity, my personal belief and my biggest challenge
46. I haven't encountered clients that prefer music that is difficult to play
authentically. I envision it would be difficult for me to reproduce the genres I
mentioned authentically.
47. I just wanted to note that although my current practice is with children with
learning disabilities, most of my experiences related to this survey were from my
internship within hospice care.
48. I love using technology with this popualtion, it is very accessible to the youth and
is inviting for a community music making space in the genres most perferred.
49. I mostly do group work, so using patient preferred music is difficult. Like today I
had an 18yo African American male in group with a 72 yo white female.
50. I often use harp to provide non-traditional versions of client-preferred music
51. I often use instruments in non-traditional ways i.e. slapping the guitar, sliding up
and down the strings, using my voice to imitate trumpet noises, whistle etc.
52. I prefer to utilize live music whenever possible, however I do understand that
recorded music can be an effective therapeutic medium at times when musical
authenticity or therapeutic effect would be better preserved by utilizing a
recording.
53. I somtimes worry that my attempts to provide authentic music outside of my lived
experience could miss or misuse certain meaningful elements and become more
of a caricature than a genuine moment of connection; this is not a reason not to
try, but one that I do discuss with patients/clients when their preferred music is
less familiar to me
54. I think being authentic is more than instruments. Clients can tell if you are being
your true self and genuinely interested in learning about what they enjoy. I may
wear a button down shirt and khakis, but I will also absolutely try my best to learn
to break dance from you. I think if clients sense that authenticity, a therapeutic
relationship can grow.
55. I think it very important for the music we provide to be authentic. In my practice,
it has sped up the rapport process.
56. I think it's important for MTs to keep up on new technology to accommodate the
younger generations
57. I think it's important to be as authentic as possible and always strive as MTs to
learn and grow, but at the end of the day, the music is just a tool in our practice
and it's not the entire focus of our sessions.
58. I think it's important to provide the music requested by the client, even if that
means listening to the recording. I've had experiences where the therapeutic
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discussion that came from listening to the song was very important and helpful,
and that opportunity would have been missed if I'd just declined to play the song
and moved on to something that I was able to play instead.
59. I think MTs are generally going to be very limited in trying to re-create teamproduced sounds, like ensemble performances or multi-layered productions. It is
almost a different kind of art, for us as individuals to learn to to create cover
versions of our clients' music. In many cases we can be happy with our
'caricatures' (approximations of the original) if we have the right kind of
resemblence - the kind that strengthens our therapeutic connection.
60. I think musical authenticity is very important. If I do not feel that I will be able to
do justice to a particular song or style I am comfortable using recorded music, SO
LONG as it still fulfills a therapeutic role and works towards goals and objectives.
61. I think that musical authenticity also needs to apply to cultural appropriation. As
a white woman, I'm not always comfortable rapping a song that a client would
like because I do not want to seem insincere or that I am making fun of a
particular culture.
62. I think that using recorded versions of songs is necessary when discussing the
aspects of the instrumentation, volume, intensity of the sounds as related to lyrics.
We may be able to perform the song live but it will lose a lot of those aspects or
our own presentation might offer a different attitude (which can make for more
discussion).
63. I think the world authenticity is a little problematic and doesn't capture all of the
ways we can be 'authentic' in a session: for example, race comes into play, gender
and sexuality, in addition to culture and economic status. Can any therapist who
does not belong to to the social/racial/sexual/economic group of the musical artist
ever perform the song authentically?
64. I think this survey is well done; This is an issue we take very seriously among the
therapists in our facility and we have been interested in presenting on this topic at
conferences
65. I think using recorded music gets a bad rap. It doesn't have the same initial
possibilities for connection, but in songs with complex textures or other elements
that are important to the client, I believe that trying to emulate it is less effective
than listening to the original.
66. I think we should remember that we are musicians FIRST, and then Music
Therapists. We need to be producing QUALITY music.
67. I think your terminology of 'Musical Authenticity' is problematic and you might
find a better term. Upon beginning this study, I thought that authenticity would
refer to the therapist's ability to connect within the therapeutic relationship, which
I guess you tangentially touch upon, but this study appears to be more about the
therapist's musical skills to replicate the music technically.
68. I try to provide the key elements that unique to the client preferred song and the
other elements are not as important
69. I use a lot of improvisation for this reason!
70. I use a recording very occasionally
71. I use live versions of client preferred music very sparingly in my current mental
health setting. The recorded versions are much more serviceable.
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72. I use mainly guitar and voice in Hospice, so I modify songs of certain genres to
meet the clinical needs of the moment, which I feel can be met with guitar and
voice much of the time.
73. I use mainly Iso-Principle based interventions. That requires me to manipulate
songs quite dramatically in order to best serve the client.
74. I wish this was a consideration of more music therapists! More courses on
advanced guitar techniques to know HOW to authentically recreate styles, for
example, so there is not a set of stereotypical 'music therapy strums.' This topic is
also hard, though, because of the needs of certain populations & the diversity
required per setting. Knowing how to simplify is also important!
75. I work in a prison and don't have access to any equipment beyond VPGP
76. I would like to have more musical authenticity in my practice, but feel limited by
my lack of technology and musical skills. That being said, I also do not use
recorded music in my practice, even if it would be more musically authentic. I
prefer the music to be live, as this allows me to manipulate musical elements in
the moment to adapt to client/patient response.
77. I would like to see the outcome of this survey! Great topic!
78. I'd be interested in perceptions of patients experience with authenticity provided
by the therapist, or how authentic self-perceptions were of a given
performance/style/genre. I had an experience where, working in end of life care,
in providing religious music a patient deemed a performance 'not convincing'
enough for them--as in I didnt sing with the gusto or feeling they desired. A
differenr way of relating authenticity to client preference. It was important 'How'
the piece was performed and whether it met expectations for their desires or
expectations given a live performance.
79. If the client wants the original recording, then that is what we need to provide. We
ultimately want them to be able to do MT on their own and the recording will be
all that is available in most cases.
80. In a previous setting (substance abuse unit), I found that the clients preferred
having me provide the song using voice/guitar or voice/piano. Although my
versions of the songs might not have had the same musical authenticity as if we
had listened to the song, I think there is something to be said for live music and
the connection that is created through that.
81. In an inpatient psychiatric facility providing purely group therapy, I am limited on
what instruments I can use on the unit which influences my answers to this
survey.
82. In Hospice it is often desirable to re-create music that will best remind clients of
the original recorded versions they are used to in order to stimulate reminiscence,
emotional connection to a song, etc. At other times, the goals may be relaxation
or decreasing pain. In these cases, the musical elements are used for entrainment.
Music authentication is not as important in these cases. In other words, musical
authentication is important but is not more important that the goals being worked
on through music therapy.
83. In my setting, we call musical authenticity musical integrity, and it goes beyond
being able to reproduce the song as it is. But also able knowing how the original
song feels, being musically flexible to adapt the song accordingly to the
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therapeutic situation (i.e., playing fleetwood mac for a relaxation, playing patient
preferred but modifying it according)
84. In my work it is the authenticity of the song, the emotional integrity, the presence
of the therapist within the music that is so very much more important than if the
song is reproduced exactly as it was heard. Working with dementia, I often vary
from the original in order to wake them up, call them present, orient them to the
activity. An exact replica is simply not that important and usually only important
if the client themselves are wanting to make their own rendition.
85. In use a variety of live AND recorded music, based on clients' needs (ex handover-hand assistance) and preferences. While I am able to recreate most songs
live during sessions, recorded music may elicit a better response
86. It feels like the bias of this survey is that live music is ALWAYS preferable to
recorded music. A more impartial survey would have been preferred.
87. It is challenging to be skilled in every style. Sometimes honesty with the client is
most appropriate, i.e., I'll have to work on that.
88. It is critical but also important to understand the function of the
authenticity...whether they are seeking perfection, they just have intense
emotional connection to the exact original, or are scared they can't contribute to
an authentic version or will 'mess it up' (or they think you will mess it up).
Understanding the function of the song and the origins of my own and clients'
anxiety regarding authenticity can guide my actions regarding exactly how
authentic and true to the original we need to make the song/genre
89. It is difficult to authentically replicate a song in which the recording has many
voices/parts overlapping with only one music therapist
90. It is IMPORTANT in mental health that we are validating their experience and
sometimes recorded music is the most authentic way to do that.
91. It is important to practice cultural sensitivity when attempting to recreate certain
types of music, specifically rap and hip hop.
92. 93 It is very difficult to keep up with the changes in music, and since my work
with younger clients is on a per diem basis, it is even more difficult. Also, my
work involves leading groups, and they have specific songs and styles that they
relate to, so if I am scheduled for more than one day with the younger patients, I
am usually able to work with their music, if it's just one session, I tend to use
recorded music.
93. It may be related to the populations I serve, but I have not encountered youth so
invested in creating music as those who love Rap. It is, without a doubt, the most
preferred genre with my population. In general, this spans all race and genders
my clients identify with.
94. It's a journey not a destination to provide musical authenticity w/in another
cultural context from one's own
95. It's okay to admit we can't do it all. That is authenticity. But clients can
oftentimes make up for our shortcomings. Like giving them the opportunity to
make the beats and rap over them instead of us providing them. Just need to be
able to facilitate beat-making through providing a structured process.
96. It's tough to keep up with all of our client's musial preferences and keep our music
current. I am constantly learning and practicing. Sometimes I truthfully don't have
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the time to learn a preferred piece for a client as they occasionally lay outside of
my current skill area and require more practice than I have time for. It's an
unfortunate reality I imaginie for many therapists.
97. I've found it useful to brainstorm with the client on how to best achieve a
satisfactory version of their preferred song. Usually we come up with something
entirely new and the client seems to take even more ownership over the song in
these cases.
98. I've often wondered how to better incorporate technology to increase authenticity,
but have lacked knowledge of using apps
99. Lack of musical authenticity has so far not impeded my connections with pt. or
the impact of the music for them. I like to support them by offering recorded
music as well, by their preferred artists.
100.
Language was the biggest barrier for me as far as authenticity goes;
instrumentally I can reproduce just about anything, but vocally it becomes quite
obvious I speak limited Spanish. I try my best as my clients do respond to Spanish
music better in some cases.
101.
learning about the different styles is essential. In example; I worked with
a MT who represented Native American music through the song Colors if the
Wind...unacceptable in my opinion
102.
Learning how to recreate songs in a variety of ways/instruments should be
taught in music therapy curriculum.
103.
Listening to the song multiple times helps with musical authenticity when
using the song in music therapy practice.
104.
Many of my adolescent patients become fixated on the original recording
after listening to it repeatedly, and refuse to hear a live version of the song due to
strong preference for a specific recording. Gender also plays a large role in
musical authenticity due to vocal range and timbre.
105.
Many of my clients are non-verbal, and like to improvise or hear music
they learned as children. I also play pop tunes with them, usually shortened and
simplified and they enjoy this.
106.
many prefer the original song. a replication is just not as effective
107.
Most of my clients are very young developmental- lots of kids music- so I
don't often have this problem
108.
Most of my pediatric clients prefer live music as I can provide it, but there
have been a very few who wanted the real thing.....
109.
Music authenticity is CRUCIAL to practice, and needs to be focused more
heavily in undergraduate curriculum where students are primarily trained
classically.
110.
Music Authenticity is important, patients really value connecting with you
and you acknowledging you can learn from them
111.
Music authenticity is only as important as the recipient of service thinks it
is. Maintaining a therapeutic environment may or may not include authentic
representations, depending on needs of person served.
112.
Music evolves. A song might be covered and suddenly change genres...
That song might then develop an authenticity in the new sound/genre in addition
to the one it had before.
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113.
Musical authenticity has its place in our practice, and would be a great
addition to any music provided, but its not the end all be all. I feel like focusing
on musical authenticity has more to do with the therapist's preferences than what
the actual client wants or needs.
114.
Musical authenticity is important, but there is a level of engagement that
can only come from creating acoustic versions of recorded songs. But sometimes
that client only wants to hear the recording.
115.
Musical authenticity is should be based on each client's needs. For some
clients, authenticity is very important, but for others it may be more appropriate to
diverge from authentic versions of the song if its purpose is to address other goals.
116.
Musical authenticity is very important to me; however, as a graduate
student I feel pulled with other responsibilities and my clinical work. I always
want to provide music of the highest quality, thus I prefer to use music live, but if
I am in a time crunch I would rather bring in a recording to honor the music
authentically then make something up. Furthermore, I primarily use recordings for
movement-to-music experiences when I am engaging with a client in the
movement.
117.
Musical authenticity is vital to therapist or therapist/client composed
music. You didn't ask about that.
118.
My overall VPGP skills are more than sufficient, though some styles aren't
aesthetically pleasing with the instruments I have. My choices for interpreting live
or using recorded versions are based on the client's needs first over my ability to
replicate a genre. Therapeutic outcomes outweigh any clinical insecurities.
119.
Never thought of my practice this way. I think of it as 'musical
adaptability' instead of 'authenticity'. Best wishes on your work!
120.
NO one music therapists is going to meet the authentic music preferences
of all possible clients.
121.
Often it's easier to be musically authentic if the therapist is aware of the
client's motivations for liking the song. It 'removes it from the genre' in a way,
and makes it an important disclosure from the client.
122.
Over time, I have learned to gage the importance of musical authenticity
to the client, and not get caught up in the authenticity, rather, be more focused on
the needs of the client.
123.
Population has played a big part in how authenic my music is. My
previous job was working with adolescents who only listened to rap. For analysis
purposes, I used recordings. With geriatric population, in general, preferred
music of the decades is more accessible with VPGP
124.
Practice, Modify, Adapt, and take risks!
125.
Rap is the majority patient-preferred music. While it can be reproduced,
often times the reproduction takes away from the original. Particularly gangsta
rap, which admittedly, is often a favorite amongst forensic populations. Heavy
metal is challenging to reproduce without the proper equipment as well.
126.
Recorded music has it's place. Not all the time but it can be useful.
127.
Regarding authenticity, with being a male therapist I sometimes find it
difficult, personally awkward, and usually lacking in authenticity, when trying to
use some current pop radio songs, especially those with heavy vocal effects, due
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to my vocal skill level and the ability to replicate the essential vocal elements of
the song.
128.
Rhythm is key to all music...Creativity is key and client centered need.
129.
Serving the senior population nearly exclusively. Therefore the music of
their young years and their preferred music almost never requires electronic, iPad,
or other than VPGP. I can produce most music of that era quite easily. I do use
CD's for movement.
130.
Since I read music and expect some others are the same, it would be good
to teach upcoming music therapists how to deal with this, such as using the app
SetList Helper and electronic page turners.
131.
Singing along and typing the lyrics also helps when music is not able to be
reproduced
132.
singing from the heart with guitar are key for me
133.
Sometimes clients need to use the original recording until enough
rapport/sessions have happened. Using technology a therapist can facilitate
remixing and/or adding layers onto the original using midi keyboard, etc. to
change or compliment the piece of music--then using that material, one can
transform it into something unique, personal, and meangingful. We are not juke
boxes and/or performers. Music therapists perform songs for patients a great deal
without stopping to wonder about what they are actually doing with the song.
134.
135 sometimes clients prefer to hear recordings providing the authentic
music over an attempt at authenticity.
135.
sometimes I like to play a client-preferred song in a different style - like a
cover song. It's fun to create a new version of the song along with the client
136.
Sometimes play popular songs relevant to time period, using actual song
recorded by artist famous for song
137.
Students coming into the field, into internship, are not ready - and mostly
because their music skills are horrific. We need to put more focus on musicality
BEFORE internship.
138.
Technology has advanced so quickly, it is difficult to learn all that is
needed, even for an advanced and experienced music therapist. Also, the genres
needed have changed in the past several years, so there is a need for more 70s, 80s
music replication, in addition to rap, requiring more training in synthesizer,
Garage Band, and other technology
139.
Thank goodness that this issue is becoming important in music therapy
studies. MT's need to 'think about of the box' OR learn rhythmic cues that imply
different styles! :)
140.
Thank you for bringing this topic up!
141.
The biggest problems I face are not having the equipment I need to make
songs authentic, and also the need for another musician to play along with me to
create authentic sounds in certain genres. I feel like some songs are just not
possible for one person to do.
142.
The closer I feel I can get to real authenticity in the presentation of a song,
the more confidence I have in the efficacy of its use. Not sure it is actually more
effective, but it makes me feel more empowered to deliver a superior mehtod to
engage the client. If it's not authentic enough for my 'inner musician,' I think it
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probably affects my overall effectiveness. Besides, I enjoy it more when I can
feel I've done justice to the song for a population that's heard it since 'way back
when,' and probably remembers EXACTLY the way it sounded when they heard
it as kids. I mean, how many times have you heard a lame rendition of a favorite
song and winced a little inside?
143.
The experiences of live music concerts at large venues can be difficult to
reproduce in a clinic environment when lights, stage and cheering audiences are
part of those performance experiences.
144.
The function of the music may also have an interaction with how authentic
the music needs to be. For example, if I am playing a song for a client for
emotional arousal, authenticity may be highly important. Likewise, an
unrecognizable version of a song may not stimulate memory in senior adults. But,
my 5 year olds hearing songs about academic concepts may not be impacted by
authenticity in the same way as clients with goals related to memory stimulation
and emotional processing.
145.
The role of musical authenticity depends largely on the goal for me. If the
client's extra musical associations to the song are at play (emotional, preference),
then authenticity is more important. On the other hand, if the music is providing a
structural pattern, authenticity may not be prioritized or elements may be stripped
away to provide clearer musical structures (e.g., simple accompaniment of a
preferred song to enhance speech articulation)
146.
There are a lot of benefits to using a recording- authenticity is a key
reason.
147.
There are newer musical styles such as Reggi, Rap etc... that I have not
obtained knowledge of how to reproduce
148.
There are times when clients prefer to hear the artist's version vs. live
rendition.
149.
There is an important time and place for recorded music as well as live
music and I think it can help with providing authenticity. You can also use
instrumental or karaoke versions to assist as well.
150.
These challenges, when it comes to specific songs, help to encourage me
to continue to grow not only as a music therapist, but as a musician.
151.
This is a great topic to explore!
152.
This is a very interesting topic to study. Thank you for doing this!
153.
This is already a need of music therapists and students during their
training, and it will continue to be a great need for professionals due to the
increased accessibility of music from around the world.
154.
This is such an important discussion, and I'm passionate about it as it
pertains to my own future research, keep going! Specifically with heavy metal,
rap, R&B, EDM, and punk, we need to be taught how to replicate these genres for
our patients and clients.
155.
This would probably be another study, but a music therapist chooses the
degree of musical authenticity based upon client need. For instance, if a client
needed a physical assist to do trunk movment, one might choose recorded music
of a preferred song, whether one's own performance of it or that of another
performer.
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156.
Trouble finding time to practice new music and explore other genres
157.
understanding the client's connection to the song, why it is relavent to their
emotional state.
158.
Using recordings of pop and rock songs with dance beats provides the
Millie Arity to the client. Also with my hands-free, this allows for assistance with
movement and using rhythm instruments. Many of my clients require assistance
and While recorded music is playing they enjoy the physical interaction with me
being close by. This provides increased I contact and increased facial expressio
while recorded music is playing they enjoy the physical interaction with me being
close by. This provides increased I contact and increased smiling. They also find
enjoyment hearing me mimic the singer's voice.
159.
Using recordings while playing along have been an effective tool for my
practice.
160.
Usually if I am not able to reproduce a song authentically it leads to
discussion with client (as able) and we make a plan. It often ends up being more
engaging for the client.
161.
We give students the bare basics in classes, then expect them to be able to
pull everything off. Give them more time to truly learn different strumming
patterns, different ways to improv on the piano or drumming patterns. Not just
'throw them in at the end after you have learned the basics.'
162.
We NEED electronic training in school! It is essential nowadays, there are
certain things that electronics do to affect our body's that I just can't do as much
on my own
163.
We owe it to our clients to always continue to improve as musicians. In
some settings, we are their only access to music.
164.
When clients' preferred music is written in the languages I don't speak, I
typically use recorded music.
165.
When using neurologic music therapy protocols, musical authenticity
often takes a backseat so that we can manipulate other parameters of music to it
better influence movement and speech.
166.
While live music is preferred for therapy in most settings, recorded music
does have value in some. When working with profound disabilities in my school,
I find recorded music is much easier, because I am then allowed freedom to move
from student to student and physically help with movement, instruments, props,
etc. With a guitar as a barrier between us, the therapy is not nearly as effective.
...just something to consider.
167.
With older adults sometimes hearing the original recording can be
extremely beneficial. One example is frank Sinatra. I will never sound like him
and sometimes it is more successful and enjoyable to hear his voice
168.
Working with older adults in a geriatric facility, many residents prefer
music from the big band era, which is difficult to recreate with musical
authenticity using VPGP. Sometimes, depending on client preference, it is
appropriate to use recorded music, especially when leading a movement or
instrument playing experience. Other times, it is appropriate to approximate
musical authenticity using VPGP.
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169.
Working with young children, I use lots of nursery rhymes and spur of the
moment musical thoughts. I do try to bring in other musicians to expose my
students to other instruments in a live setting as much as possible.
170.
Would like more CMTE options for older practicing MT's to learn new
skills to help with this
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